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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·PROCEEDINGS:
·2· · · · · · · · · · · ·7:03 p.m.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Good evening, everyone.· This
·4· is a continued hearing on 40 Centre Street.· Again,
·5· for the record, Chiumenti, Hussey, Geller, Poverman,
·6· and Maria Morelli, without whom none of us could do
·7· this.
·8· · · · · ·Tonight's hearing will be dedicated to the
·9· following order:· We will first hear the applicant's
10· update on their presentation.· We will then have some
11· testimony from various department heads and peer
12· reviewers.· We've had some correspondence that have
13· been submitted, some of which -- thank you for the
14· apology, Maria -- came in very late and I'm not sure
15· everyone had a chance to review it, but we'll get the
16· information.· And again, it will all be posted.
17· · · · · ·Then the board will have a discussion, and
18· the intent is that that discussion will be about the
19· three options that are available on this project.
20· And for those of you who are new to this process -21· and I see many familiar faces, so I don't think
22· anybody's new.· But there are three possible options
23· here.· One is the board can deny this application;
24· two is the board can approve this application without
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·1· condition; and three is the board can approve this
·2· application subject to conditions that it sees fit to
·3· place on the development.· And the discussion that we
·4· will have will consider those three options.
·5· · · · · ·Who's going to speak on behalf of the
·6· applicant this evening?
·7· · · · · ·Let me just -- one more administrative
·8· fact.· Tonight's hearing, again, is being -- a record
·9· of which is being kept for a transcript.· Transcripts
10· are available at the town's online site.· I think
11· we're up to date on all past transcripts, so you can
12· get a continuing record of all of the prior hearings.
13· And tonight's hearing will also be posted at some
14· point and available for everyone to take a look at.
15· · · · · ·Are there other materials that have been
16· posted since?
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Any of the plans that will be
18· presented tonight and the trash and recycling plan
19· and the parking -20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Those materials, right.· Thank
21· you.
22· · · · · ·Who's here to speak on behalf of the
23· applicant?· Peter.
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Good evening.· For the
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·1· record, Peter Bartash, CUBE 3 Studio architects.
·2· · · · · ·Tonight we're going to do some things that
·3· we've done a couple times in the past but take a
·4· little bit different approach.· We're going to look
·5· at really where we started this whole process and
·6· then talk about the last round of updates based on
·7· our conversations with the peer reviewer, with the
·8· planning board, and in response to the ZBA's charge
·9· to revisit a few very specific areas of the design.
10· · · · · ·So we all know where the project is on
11· 40 Centre Street.· This is where the project started.
12· Our initial proposal had our front door up on the
13· back edge of the sidewalk along 40 Centre Street, our
14· garage door up on the edge of that sidewalk and
15· really took itself right up to the very edge of the
16· public realm along the street.
17· · · · · ·We've made a lot of changes since that
18· point.· Here we're looking at the most current ground
19· floor plan.· And so there are a few things that have
20· evolved in response directly to the ZBA's charge from
21· the last presentation, but I think globally we want
22· to just be conscious of some of the other changes
23· that have been made to date.
24· · · · · ·We've taken the overall mass of the
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·1· building back 15 feet, we've looked at incorporating
·2· this buck-out at the ground floor to really address
·3· the pedestrian realm, we've worked closely with town
·4· departments to think about how utilities and
·5· infrastructure and access are integrated into this
·6· plan so that we don't have things like transformers
·7· exposed out to the street, but we're thinking
·8· critically about how we're dealing with stormwater,
·9· how we're really managing landscape on the site, and
10· now we're really finally at that level of looking at
11· the details of this plan to think about how it works
12· critically.
13· · · · · ·So I think one of the requests that we saw
14· at the last hearing were to think about what the
15· character is of this drive aisle as it enters the
16· garage.· So we did identify and call out pavers at
17· that drive aisle.· We want to make sure that that's
18· an integrated part of the landscaped design that has
19· a welcome and really well-thought-out presence along
20· the street.
21· · · · · ·We also did a little bit of shuffling on
22· the garage interior itself.· We were asked to think a
23· little more critically about the relationship of the
24· handicap spaces to the vestibule and entry from
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·1· within the building, and we were also asked to
·2· accommodate an additional space for future need if
·3· it's requested by an occupant of the building.
·4· · · · · ·So we shuffled some spaces around, we've
·5· looked at some other semiautomated parking systems,
·6· thought about how to design this garage in a way that
·7· corresponded with the manufacturer's requirements,
·8· reduced our reliance on compact spaces, and met the
·9· requests of the zoning board for those accessible
10· spaces.· And what you're seeing is really that
11· identified path from the accessible space within the
12· garage that does bring you to the interior entry to
13· the vestibule.
14· · · · · ·Now, within the access board and code
15· requirements for slopes and pathways for accessible
16· use, there's a maximum allowed slope of 5 percent
17· along the path of travel.· And so our actual driveway
18· ramp, we've done the analysis and determined that
19· this ramp and this entire slope of this section of
20· the garage is at that 5 percent so that we're meeting
21· the requirements to be able to provide that path of
22· travel within the footprint of the building itself.
23· · · · · ·There is also an equivalent access to the
24· front of the building and lobby by exiting a side
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·1· access door that empties out onto a paved walkway
·2· that is, again, compliant with the slope and layout
·3· requirements for an exterior walkway for accessible
·4· means and needs, and that takes you all the way to
·5· the street, allows you to come around the front of
·6· the lobby and into the main door, if that's the path
·7· of travel that you want to take as a handicapped
·8· person.
·9· · · · · ·So this door actually does provide dual
10· function in that it allows for bike access directly
11· into the garage without having to use the vehicular
12· entrance to the garage.· So a cyclist can come down
13· along the edge of the building, come in through this
14· door, and then access the bike parking at the rear of
15· the garage.
16· · · · · ·That eliminates a lot of conflicts or
17· potential conflicts with cars coming in and out of
18· the garage and people trying to wait for the door or
19· use the door if they're on a bike.· They're really
20· not desirable from an operational standpoint, so
21· separating those two streams of traffic is really
22· beneficial for the overall use of the project.
23· · · · · ·However, if a cyclist were to choose -- the
24· materials that we'll eventually specify when we get
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·1· to that level of detail for the vestibule and its
·2· flooring and its general makeup will allow a person
·3· with a bike to be able to enter through the vestibule
·4· in order to get into the garage and to be able to
·5· bring their bike to the rack in the back.· So there
·6· are multiple ways for people with bikes to be able to
·7· get into the garage that don't require them to use
·8· the door.
·9· · · · · ·Through some other detailed analysis, it
10· was determined that there may be some challenges
11· associated with maneuvering both into and out of the
12· garage based on the geometry of the ramp, the slope
13· of the ramp, and the position of the door, so we
14· undertook efforts to widen the driveway by an
15· additional foot, and we also adjusted the geometry of
16· the curve within the garage to allow for more
17· clearance as cars enter or exit the garage so that
18· they have less difficulty kind of navigating past one
19· another as you come into the garage or you leave the
20· garage.
21· · · · · ·You'll note that we are concentrating
22· compact spaces along the lower-hand edge of the plan
23· here, which allows us to further widen the ramp as it
24· does empty into the garage.· So it kind of flares
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·1· open as you come into the garage, which allows you to
·2· more easily kind of navigate around that turn.
·3· · · · · ·One of the things that we were trying to
·4· balance is the size of the trash room.· We were asked
·5· to think a little bit more critically about the use
·6· and the functionality of the trash room, and so we
·7· did revisit the planning of the egress stair that
·8· used to extend into the area of the trash room in
·9· order to widen the room itself, but also improve the
10· room's layout so that it would be more usable and
11· allow for more storage space.
12· · · · · ·And so we looked a little bit more deeply
13· into the compactor that would be used and confirmed
14· that the room is sized appropriately to meet the
15· needs and requirements of the compactor.· But the
16· size of this room also allows for additional storage
17· bins related to either, you know, extra trash that's
18· generated or additional trash that needs to be
19· transferred from a compactor to a temporary storage
20· bin before it's transported to the curb for pickup.
21· But these bins also serve the purpose of housing
22· recycling as well that comes down a recycling shoot.
23· · · · · ·So in doing all of this, we did update the
24· bicycle parking to provide 22 spaces for the 40 units
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·1· in the project, which is a ratio of .55 spaces per
·2· unit.· That is generally consistent with the other
·3· standards that we see in the surrounding area for
·4· bike parking, and actually somewhat on the leading
·5· edge of those standards in terms of providing bicycle
·6· parking that will encourage multiple modes of
·7· transportation for occupants of the project.· And
·8· we've also updated the parking to be able to provide
·9· 25 spaces based on the increased capacity due to the
10· semiautomated parking system.
11· · · · · ·As I move up the building, you'll notice
12· that the second floor and the third floor, they
13· appear as you've seen them.· It's really once we get
14· up to the fifth floor that we start to see the next
15· change -- next level of change.
16· · · · · ·So the discussion at the last hearing
17· resulted in a recommendation that the project team
18· consider relocating the front edge of the upper
19· floors of the building back an additional 4 to 7 feet
20· from its previous position in order to further
21· increase the setback at the upper level, reduce the
22· apparent visual scale of the front facade, and create
23· a usable outdoor space that would correspond with
24· that common space on the upper level.
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·1· · · · · ·And so we did take a step back.· We looked
·2· at several options for shifting and changing the
·3· front facade of the building on those upper floors.
·4· But what we found is that the impacts on the lower
·5· level when we moved the trash chute and the elevator
·6· and the stair core were negatively impacting the
·7· project in areas of parking, trash, and even access
·8· and circulation.
·9· · · · · ·So what we opted to do instead is to leave
10· the right-hand portion of the facade setback at the
11· 4-foot increment that was previously shown, but to
12· step back the left-hand portion of the facade an
13· additional 3 feet to create this 7-foot-deep balcony
14· we now see here.· So this is a little bit of a blend
15· of a forward movement -- a forward movement, but
16· also, in some ways, kind of looking back where we had
17· been at an earlier point where the upper facade was
18· broken into two pieces with one piece set back
19· further than another.
20· · · · · ·In order to accommodate this additional
21· setback, we did do some slight revisiting of the unit
22· demising within these two upper floors.· And so
23· you'll note that there have been some slight changes
24· to the unit mix just based on unit size, but
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·1· generally unit type is consistent.
·2· · · · · ·And you'll also notice that as you look
·3· through the plans, we have identified the location of
·4· the two accessible units, one of which lives on the
·5· second floor, or the first residential level, and the
·6· other that lives at this fifth floor here, up against
·7· the common space.
·8· · · · · ·And so when we transition up to the sixth
·9· floor, you'll see that the common space and studio
10· units are replaced by the three-bed unit, which is
11· consistent with the plan we had shown at our previous
12· presentation.
13· · · · · ·The roof plan, that remains the same as we
14· had seen before, other than for the change up at the
15· front edge of the building.
16· · · · · ·And this is -- we're now starting to look
17· at where we started from an architectural standpoint.
18· This is the first image of the building that we
19· showed.· There were boos and hisses and there was a
20· lot of really meaningful and insightful feedback
21· about how this looked and how this integrated with
22· the context of the community.· We were asked to take
23· a full step back and to really rethink our approach
24· to the architecture, which we've successfully done
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·1· meeting after meeting and hearing after hearing to be
·2· able to end up in this place.
·3· · · · · ·And so what are we looking at now?· Well,
·4· there are a couple changes that we have already
·5· talked about related to the upper floor and the
·6· additional step-back on the left-hand side of the
·7· front facade.
·8· · · · · ·But we've also revisited this parapet here.
·9· We were asked to look at the parapet, look at the
10· railing, find ways to make it feel less heavy and a
11· little bit more integrated with the overall look and
12· feel of the building.· So we did some careful
13· tweaking and we were able to eliminate the need for
14· that railing up along this -- the full-height glass
15· railing along that edge, and instead are just
16· providing an actual handrail up at guard height by
17· taking this parapet and lifting it up a little bit
18· further above the fourth-floor windows to really
19· conceal the edge of that balcony and up that recess,
20· which has the effect of capturing that private space
21· up at that floor, but also, from the street, reducing
22· the visual appearance of the height of the fourth and
23· fifth floor.
24· · · · · ·We also revisited the trim profile up along
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·1· the top edge of the building, simplified it, thinned
·2· it a little bit, but did actually increase its depth
·3· slightly in order to maintain some of the shadow that
·4· we had from that trim that helps also reduce the
·5· apparent visual scale of the upper floor.
·6· · · · · ·We did look at several options for material
·7· colors, and there were some comments about colors and
·8· light versus dark at those upper floors.· And we did
·9· actually darken that overall material to help make
10· the building feel a little bit tighter, a little bit
11· more closely knit.· But we didn't feel that we wanted
12· to push too far in the direction of making it dark so
13· that it would start to really feel heavy.· So we
14· tried to really maintain that balance.
15· · · · · ·One of the other added benefits of some of
16· the changes in color and tone here are that we were
17· able to really start to create a relationship between
18· this panel material and the material we have up at
19· the street edge that has a slightly different tone -20· tonal variation than the trim banding you see in the
21· masonry material.· So this is really that next level
22· of refinement for us from a design standpoint where
23· we're really starting to try to find ways to
24· introduce subtle contrast that help these elements
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·1· read against one another but also work together
·2· within the context of the overall plan.
·3· · · · · ·So these are just some other views that
·4· we've seen in the past of that street level facade.
·5· You'll notice that we've removed the column from the
·6· center of that door, and you'll see kind of the
·7· impact of some of the tonal variation at the entry
·8· vestibule, but also at the facade you can see further
·9· down the left-hand side of this image.
10· · · · · ·And so when you're here and you're looking
11· back along Centre Street toward our neighbor, you'll
12· note some of the changes that we made in this upper
13· corner of the image.· You can see how really that
14· back facade, now that it's been pushed back a little
15· bit, starts to fade away as you're looking up and
16· across the edge of the building here.
17· · · · · ·And so now we're just looking briefly at
18· some of the elevations.· And I think our
19· conversations with the peer reviewer in response to
20· the ZBA's charge were really focused on finding ways
21· to make sure that the building felt cohesive, it felt
22· like all of the elements are tied together, and that
23· really they were responding to context in a way that
24· he felt and we felt were consistent with the language
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·1· of the context in the community, but were also going
·2· to really stand the test of time.· Everyone kind of
·3· agreed, we didn't want to put a building together
·4· that was going to look old or dated in five or ten
·5· years.· We wanted this to really be something that
·6· was going to last and really kind of have that
·7· legacy.
·8· · · · · ·And so here we can just look at the other
·9· elevations pretty quickly.· I think they're fairly
10· consistent with what we've seen in the past, except
11· for some of the subtle changes on the trim and color
12· that we were talking about.· Same with the rear
13· elevation, and again with the side elevation.· And
14· you'll note that -- again, that further step-back
15· that we were talking being about a little earlier.
16· · · · · ·So this is the new updated proposed unit
17· mix for reference, if we need to talk about it.· But
18· from an architectural standpoint, those are really
19· the updates that we've made and that's where we've
20· come to date.· Be happy to answer any questions that
21· anyone has.
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Questions?
23· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Peter, could you go back to
24· the parking garage?· And what's the dimension right
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·1· there?
·2· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Of this dimension here from
·3· the edge of the space here?
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Yeah.
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· It's a little over 2 feet,
·6· 7 inches.
·7· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Is that how the handicapped
·8· people are supposed to get to that door, the
·9· vestibule?
10· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So there's nothing within the
11· building code that requires a specific dedicated
12· separate path from an accessible space to a door.
13· But what they do recommend is striping to indicate a
14· path of travel that notifies the traveler of the
15· appropriate path to take but also helps make
16· motorists more aware of where people may be traveling
17· if they are moving from an accessible space to the
18· door.
19· · · · · ·And so the widths of those paths can vary
20· anywhere from 3 to 5 feet or 2 1/2 feet.· And in this
21· case, we can take the edge of that path and make it
22· even wider if we wanted to.· But what we felt was
23· important is identifying that path very clearly but
24· without making motorists feel like they were also
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·1· having to move too far into the other lane of travel,
·2· so this is kind of striking a balance for both
·3· interests.
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So both sides of this are
·5· flush with the paving in the garage, then?
·6· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yeah.· So what you're seeing
·7· there is just a pattern that's painted onto the
·8· floor.
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· What's the gross floor area
10· now of the project?· Do you have that handy?
11· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· I should have that.
12· · · · · ·So the total residential gross square
13· footage is 38,189 gross square feet.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· 38,189?
15· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Uh-huh.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Now, that's all -- that
17· includes the lobby and everything; right?
18· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That does not include the
19· lobby.
20· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Oh, it does not.· So what's
21· the gross floor area according to the zoning, which
22· includes the lobby, the common spaces, and everything
23· else.
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· The total gross floor area
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·1· minus only the parking area is 39,383 square feet.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· Thanks.
·3· · · · · ·And the parking, there are 25 spaces now
·4· and those include the stackers?
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That's correct.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And the stackers are -- I
·7· mean, we've gotten some information on the stackers.
·8· Are they individual, or is there a tray of three
·9· spaces across each bay and the whole three spaces are
10· on one tray of stacking, basically?
11· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So the way that the system
12· would work is you would have a two-tiered system with
13· three spaces per tier.· And of those six spaces, one
14· would be left empty, and what that allows the system
15· to do is to shift the cars.· It needs to be able to
16· bring a car down from above without having to move
17· the vehicle.
18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Could you go back to the
19· parking and explain it again?· I'm still a little
20· confused.
21· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.· So, for example, these
22· three spaces, what would happen is you would have a
23· queue of -- or a box of six spaces here.· You have
24· your level of spaces that are at the level of the
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·1· parking slab and the three spaces that are elevated
·2· above this.· And of those six spaces, only five would
·3· ever be occupied at any given time.
·4· · · · · ·And so if you have -- let's say there's a
·5· car in the middle space, in the left, and the right·6· hand space on the first level and you have three cars
·7· on the upper level, and the person on the upper level
·8· middle space wants to get their car.· They would come
·9· to the rack, let the rack know what space their car
10· is in, which space they want to access, and the
11· system ends up taking the car that's in the ground12· floor space here and sliding it to the empty spot to
13· be able to lower the car that's on the upper level
14· without anyone needing to move their car or to
15· operate the lift kind of directly.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· But if all three spaces were
17· filled, then what happens?
18· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That's not the case.
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Not all three.· The question
20· is five of six are filled.· It's like when your kids
21· used to play with that -22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· I think I've got it.
23· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Except it's electric and
24· it's moving 4,000-pound vehicles.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That sort of leads me into the
·2· question -- if I may jump in.
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Sure.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· When you're calculating -- and
·5· I apologize.· Well, it's up there, but I don't see it
·6· in my materials.· So when you're calculating 25
·7· spaces all in, those are with your stackers and
·8· maximized, you are calculating in 25 spaces the fact
·9· that you have two empty slots.· In other words, you
10· have 25 usable and used -- I don't know if they're
11· used, but usable spaces.
12· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That's correct.· We are
13· accounting for the fact that we're getting five
14· spaces for every six -15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Rather than six.· You're not
16· counting the blank -17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Mr. Chairman, could I just
18· ask for clarification?
19· · · · · ·I thought at the last hearing you were
20· providing 21 spaces with the option of providing four
21· more at a later date.· Have you revised that?
22· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· We ended up doing a little
23· bit more investigation into the systems and speaking
24· with some consultants about how they could be
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·1· designed, where we've been able to yield the
·2· additional parking capacity.· But I don't know if the
·3· applicant has had any further conversations with
·4· those consultants about ways to maximize parking
·5· beyond the 25.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· My question -- thank
·7· you.· But my question was:· Are you providing 21, for
·8· the record, or 25 at this time?· Are you amending
·9· your plan to provide 25 when you construct?
10· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· We are.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Can you count them for me?
12· Just go through and...
13· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So for each of these trays of
14· 3, you get 5, so there are 20 spaces here.· You have
15· 1, 2, 3 -- 23, 24.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN.· I'm sorry.· Do it one by
17· one.· I don't know which ones are the 3s.
18· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So let me do this.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· There are four sets of -20· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· There are four sets of 3, so
21· 5, 10, 15, 20, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Got it.· Okay, thanks.
23· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· In your response to the
24· parking review, the Walker parking reviewer said
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·1· that -- makes a statement that basically, according
·2· to Massachusetts regulations, you cannot have these
·3· unattended things.· And your response was that these
·4· particular brands you're talking about, that you
·5· identified, don't require that.· It does say,
·6· according to the applicant, however.
·7· · · · · ·I'm curious whether anyone -- do the
·8· regulations in Massachusetts specify things as not
·9· requiring this?· Has someone actually really
10· ascertained that these somehow satisfy the
11· regulations without professional -12· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· I have.· I've talked to the code
13· compliance -14· · · · · ·Bob Roth, the developer.· That's a great
15· question.· And before I came to this meeting and
16· before we made any kind of commitment of how many
17· units we can put -- how many cars we can put in here,
18· I talked to a lot of the car -- the stackable
19· manufacturers, and everyone assured me that you don't
20· need a valet service or a chain person.
21· · · · · ·So I researched the codes and I called the
22· state.· I spoke to Mr. O'Malley at the state.· He is
23· the code compliance person for the elevators under
24· 524, I think.· And his take is that he has not
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·1· been -- even though they do fall under the elevator
·2· code, he has not been requiring the semiautomated
·3· units to be valeted or licensed.
·4· · · · · ·So what they've been doing is -- and I went
·5· to actually see in physical -- the physical units in
·6· East Boston.· They were just put in.· It's
·7· interesting.· They're made in Colorado.· The group
·8· that I looked at was a Harding system, and it was
·9· demonstrated to me.· And they're being used by the
10· residents on a regular basis.· They've been used for
11· the last six months.· They're brand new.· They
12· haven't had any problems with them.· The consumer
13· seems to be receptive to them.· And the way they've
14· been doing it is they have a licensed person come and
15· meet with each one of the tenants and go through the
16· manual with them and the proper way of using it.
17· · · · · ·It's also interesting that the tenants,
18· because these are not -- the intent of -- I think
19· it's 524, the code.· But the intent of the code is
20· that the stackables should not be used in a public
21· setting where people are moving in and out in a
22· public facility, like a municipal parking lot.
23· · · · · ·But they've been used in apartment
24· buildings where one tenant is using it for a year or
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·1· whatever, or two years, three years.· They actually
·2· size the car.· The spaces are sized for their car
·3· only, so tenants -- the only person who can drive
·4· onto this is the tenant and his car.· And there could
·5· be no other -- it can't be a guest, can't be a
·6· rental.· So these units are placed so that the
·7· tenants are familiar with them, they know how to get
·8· into them, get out of them.· They're trained.· And
·9· the state has been sort of giving them the blessing
10· to use it.
11· · · · · ·But I don't know if they were used in a
12· municipal parking lot where people are coming in and
13· people are going out, there's no training -14· obviously, it's much more difficult.· So that's how
15· the state is looking at it.
16· · · · · ·And for sure, like I said, I didn't want to
17· come here and say we're going to put 21 units or 25
18· units in here.· My preference is to put in fewer
19· units than to put in more units, just to see how they
20· go.· But if this board wanted 25 in, I'd put 25 in,
21· but I would prefer to put 21 in and see how they
22· went.
23· · · · · ·So that's what I got out of it.· So the
24· Walker report is right if it's in a public setting,
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·1· but if it's in a private setting, it's not.
·2· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I do think that -·3· basically, that compliance with 524 ought to be a
·4· condition.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think we should ask
·6· Mr. Walker.· Is he here?
·7· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Art Stadig.· I have a letter
·8· from him.· He doesn't speak to the issue of
·9· attendants.· I think he spoke to that in his previous
10· report to you.· But I will read the letter today into
11· the record.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Thank you.
13· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, what I'm
14· suggesting -- you know, we don't have a lawyer give
15· us advice about 524, but that we make compliance with
16· 524 a requirement of whatever the system is.· Sounds
17· like Mr. Roth has already ascertained that.· But
18· rather than just say okay, I think that 524
19· compliance should be an explicit requirement.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I just want to hear what -21· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Just to say, we will be under
22· 524.· There's no question about it.· The installation
23· will be done by a license under the state and
24· inspections will be under the state.· We will be
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·1· under 524.
·2· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I don't not believe you.
·3· It's just that obviously there's a clerk who has an
·4· opinion who talked to you on the phone.· And I -·5· that's fine.· But, you know, we ought to say
·6· compliance with 524.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Other questions?· Mr. Hussey?
·8· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Just one more.· Do you have
·9· enough natural ventilation in the garage to comply
10· with the exhaust blower?
11· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yes, we do.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· Thank you.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Was the MDM report that we
14· have done off this version of the parking?
15· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yes, it was.
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Thanks.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Anything else?
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Just for clarity sake, so
20· you've shifted around the units.· The unit mix has
21· not changed?
22· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· I believe that's correct.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That's correct, or you believe
24· it's --
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Maria, I thought you said
·2· that the unit mix had changed.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I noticed that the unit mix
·4· did change from last week.· Just go over that again.
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.· I'll read it into the
·6· record.· The total number of units is the same.
·7· Total number of units is 40.· And so we're providing
·8· 16 studio units; 7 one-bed units; 7 one-bed,
·9· one-bath, den units; 5 two-bed units; and 5 three-bed
10· units.
11· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· That's the same.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, in terms of -- you know
13· where I'm going.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yeah.· So I did ask the
15· applicant -- because we don't see in the plans how
16· that den is partitioned, what size it is.· And Peter
17· Bartash responded that the den would likely be sized
18· to be 100 square feet.
19· · · · · ·Now, per our zoning -- and with a wall, but
20· no door.
21· · · · · ·So per our zoning, if you have a room that
22· is at least 100 square feet, it gets counted as a
23· bedroom, and that's going to have an impact on
24· calculating the parking ratio.· So instead of 7
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·1· one-beds and 7 one-beds with dens -- or 5 one-beds
·2· with dens, those 5 one-beds with dens would be
·3· counted as two-bedrooms.· And Mr. Bennett is here
·4· just to confirm.· It's explicitly stated in the
·5· bylaw.
·6· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· When you say change the
·7· parking ratio, if you're doing it by bedrooms it
·8· does, but not by units.
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Well, let me just clarify
10· that.· So there's a recent warrant article that was
11· passed, Warrant Article 19.· And we're not talking
12· about waivers, but just so people have it in mind.
13· Under our current zoning, it's not -- there is no
14· difference.· You're correct, Mr. Engler.· It's either
15· two spaces per unit if it's two bedrooms or fewer, or
16· 2.3 spaces per unit if it's three bedrooms or more.
17· · · · · ·The recent warrant that was passed changing
18· or lowering the parking requirements, that's
19· different.· Those ratios are now different.
20· Coefficients are different.· So it would be 1 parking
21· space per studio, 1.4 parking spaces for a one-bed, 2
22· parking spaces for a two-bed, and 2 parking spaces
23· for a three-bed.· So because there's a distinction
24· between one and two the way there isn't with our
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·1· current bylaw, we would just do the calculations
·2· differently.· We advised the applicant to provide two
·3· sets of calculations for the parking ratio:· one
·4· based on our current zoning, and one based on the
·5· article that was recently passed.
·6· · · · · ·And also, for the record, Mr. Stadig, who
·7· was the consultant from Walker Consultants, also
·8· recommended an overall parking ratio of .67.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, have you done the
10· calculations under the new -11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes, I have.· So 16 studios,
12· 1 space per unit, that's 16 spaces; 7 one-beds at 1.4
13· spaces per unit, that's 9.8 spaces -- parking spaces;
14· 12 two-beds, that would be the 5 one-bed with den and
15· the 7 -- or it's the other way around -- it would be
16· 12 two-beds at 2 spaces per unit, that's 24 spaces; 5
17· three-beds at 2 spaces per unit, that's 10.· That
18· comes to 59.8 parking spaces.· Under our current
19· zoning it would be 81.5 parking spaces.· And as I
20· said before, our Walker consultant recommends an
21· overall parking ratio of .67 or 27 spaces.
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Other questions?
23· · · · · ·(No audible response.)
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· There's one other item, I
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·1· believe, that was on the agenda that would be
·2· important to speak to now as well, and I believe
·3· that's the acoustical concerns about -·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Actually, you know, what?

I

·5· do have a question for you before you jump into the
·6· baffling.
·7· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We've gotten this narrative on
·9· trash removal.· Can you go back to your site plan
10· that shows the trash room, the egress doors,
11· sidewalk?· Thank you.
12· · · · · ·Okay.· Can you walk me through the process?
13· And what I'm particularly interested in is on a
14· pickup day, what will the process be?· How long will
15· the containers be sitting, waiting for a vehicle, and
16· then how long will they sit after that until they're
17· returned to the room?
18· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So as we mentioned to start,
19· the trash compactor is located at the rear of the
20· trash room itself here.· We do have some extra
21· storage bins located in between the compactor and the
22· door.· On trash pickup day, the trash, either in the
23· compactor or in these bins, and recycling will be
24· transitioned to the number of containers that we
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·1· identified in the trash narrative, which I believe
·2· were four -- four containers.· And those containers
·3· would be wheeled out of this door, down the sidewalk
·4· along the building, and placed out in front of the
·5· building here along the curb, awaiting pickup.
·6· · · · · ·I don't know that we've gotten to the level
·7· of talking about specific pickup times, but in past
·8· experience, I do know that that level of coordination
·9· can be achieved between property management and the
10· trash operator because it is picked up by the service
11· that's coming to pick up the bins specifically here
12· at the project.
13· · · · · ·So it isn't a case where one bin fills up
14· and somebody wheels it out and leaves it here for
15· three days or five days, they wait to get picked up.
16· I believe the intent would be that the bin would be
17· taken out on the day that it would be picked up and
18· then returned immediately afterward, specifically
19· because even for the function of the building itself
20· and the residents in this lobby, we wouldn't want
21· those bins to be sitting out there for long.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What are the dimensions of
23· the bins in relation to the sidewalk?· I want to try
24· to figure out how much of the sidewalk they'd be
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·1· taking out.· Because the usual practice, as we know,
·2· is for the dumpster people to come, take the bins,
·3· and haul them out.· But here there's only 5 feet in
·4· width to -- in that alley, so that's prohibitively
·5· small at this point for the dumpster picker-uppers to
·6· go down it; right?
·7· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.· So I'm not entirely
·8· certain of the width along the sidewalk here at
·9· 40 Centre in the existing condition.· I do know that
10· because this is an egress path of travel, the bins
11· would not be stored along the side of the building.
12· They would need to be stored here up front.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Up front where?
14· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· See where my cursor is that
15· I'm circling?
16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's the sidewalk?
17· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That's correct.
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· That's what I'm
19· asking.· What portion of the sidewalk would they take
20· up?
21· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So I don't have the exact
22· dimensions of the bins offhand.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Because I think
24· that's an important thing because we have our people
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·1· going by with the walkers.· They can't go into the
·2· street, obviously.· They have to go around with those
·3· walkers, so that would obviously be a safety concern,
·4· and that's information we need.
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Okay.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Could I just ask a question?
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Sure.
·8· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So if you have private
·9· pickup, I'm wondering why they can't remain inside
10· and have the person who's going to be picking them up
11· go inside the building.· Is that a possibility?
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Why not?
13· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· That's a great question.· I'm
14· not entirely -15· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· You do have information on the
16· bins.· They're in the package that was sent to Pat
17· Maloney.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· If I could just interrupt.
19· It just says they're two yard -20· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· No.· I did -- I think I sent the
21· actual unit that we were thinking about using.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· You did for the compactor
23· but not -24· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Yeah, the compactor.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· -- not for the recycling.
·2· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· The compact width will tell
·3· you -- I'm pretty sure it will tell you -- if you
·4· have the information there, I can probably identify
·5· it.· But they're two cubic yards, so they're not real
·6· big structures.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· If you look on the picture,
·8· though, they're taking up a fair amount of room there
·9· if they're the ones in the back.· So in the picture
10· they looked pretty big, so -- and if you could give
11· us that information so that we don't -12· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Okay.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I don't know how long -- how
14· wide the sidewalk is.
15· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· There are a fair amount of
16· vendors who will do the pickups.· I haven't
17· interviewed all of them.· I just wanted to make sure
18· that we have a number of them out there that would
19· come and provide the service for us.
20· · · · · ·I did speak to one and asked him if he
21· would come into the building and take it out.· That
22· was a no.· But there could be others who may be
23· willing to actually go into the building and take
24· them out.
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·1· · · · · ·We weren't planning on that.· We were
·2· planning on having our maintenance person take it out
·3· and coordinating the time that the normal pickup was.
·4· So if there's a pickup at 9:00 or if there's a
·5· pickup -- they usually come very early in the
·6· morning.· I see them now in Coolidge Corner picking
·7· up at the places now in the Coolidge Corner area, and
·8· they come as early as 6:00.
·9· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED AUDIENCE MEMBER:· They can't
10· come before 7:00.
11· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Okay.· I've seen them at 7:00,
12· then, so they are coming early.
13· · · · · ·And can they come and -- we could have the
14· maintenance man pick it up and meet him at the site.
15· I mean, there's ways of doing it.· So as long as we
16· identify the vendor, they're cooperative, and we have
17· a maintenance man on site who's going to come and
18· take it out and hand -- it's easy as a hand-off so
19· that they don't stay out there for any time.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Thank you.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Can you not use this little
22· part of this landscaping space to store the
23· containers?
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· We certainly could.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Is that acceptable to
·2· everybody?
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I don't know about the trash
·4· in the front yard.· I think we have to talk about
·5· storage of trash in the front yard.· I don't think we
·6· have a regulation against it.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well, I don't think he means
·8· store them.· I think he means on a temporary basis
·9· for that period of pickup day when they're wheeled
10· out at 6:00 a.m. by whoever the guy is for the
11· building and puts them there until pickup and they're
12· wheeled back into the building.· I don't think he
13· means leave them there for three days.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· For the whole week, no.
15· · · · · ·I mean, in my condominium they're stored in
16· the tree lawn.· There's the sidewalk and then, you
17· know, there's a tree lawn right off it, which is a
18· place where there are trees growing along with the
19· town grass.· And there are 30 containers, and they're
20· stacked up in the tree lawn space.
21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Could I just ask a question?
22· I was a little confused when I was reading the
23· narrative on what you said about the number of
24· containers for trash and for recycling, what the -- I
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·1· guess they would be different pickup times?
·2· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· They would be different, yes.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· And they'd be twice a
·4· week each time?
·5· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Uh-huh.
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And how many containers each
·7· time?
·8· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· I believe it's two for -- two
·9· for each.· That's standard.· And that has the
10· potential to shift up or down based on use.
11· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· Thanks.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I don't believe it says that
13· for the recycling, but when we get into that more we
14· can see it.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Let me just -- anecdotally,
16· let me note that in the building in which I live,
17· which is a midsized condo building, they wheel out -18· the maintenance man wheels out the trash barrels
19· through a much narrower area first thing in the
20· morning on a pickup day and he does stack them out in
21· front on the street.
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· On the street or the sidewalk?
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· On the sidewalk.· On the
24· sidewalk along the curb, which is, I suspect, what is
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·1· what frequently goes on.· The issue that makes this
·2· one a little more difficult is the narrowness of the
·3· sidewalk, and I think that's what lends itself to
·4· some concern.
·5· · · · · ·Go ahead Peter.
·6· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So the other point that I was
·7· going to speak to is the question of sound buffering
·8· for the rooftop mechanical units.· And so we did some
·9· extensive research into this to really understand
10· exactly what the town was looking for and to try to
11· understand what the kind of intention was here.
12· · · · · ·The difficulty that we ran up against was
13· that there's no specific regulations that we could
14· find that identified a decibel rating or a method for
15· measuring how to -- or evaluating how to measure that
16· decibel rating from the sidewalk, from the
17· surrounding community.
18· · · · · ·Ultimately this conversation around sound
19· transmission at the roof has boiled down to more a
20· question of experience on behalf of, I believe, the
21· public health department and the local community as
22· it relates to these types of projects.· And many of
23· the kind of questions or concerns have been anecdotal
24· or really just driven out of a general intent to try
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·1· to reduce whatever noise might be emitted to the
·2· lowest possible level but without having a specific
·3· target or standard to speak to.
·4· · · · · ·And so balancing the need for buffering at
·5· the roof with also the idea of trying to keep the
·6· building's height as low as possible, we opted not to
·7· employ any sort of rooftop screening system around
·8· these units that's independent of the units
·9· themselves.· But what we have done is we've placed
10· these units up on top of neighboring paths, but to
11· separate them from the building structure and reduce
12· the amount of vibratory transmission from the units
13· that they're operating.· And these individual units,
14· which are, you know, roughly 3 1/2 feet in each
15· dimension, they are designed to be fully insulated -16· each individually insulated -- with also an option to
17· provide a sound blanket that you can install around
18· the unit itself.
19· · · · · ·And to give you an idea about order of
20· magnitude, really, we're only talking about a
21· reduction in 2 decibels of sound transmission from
22· the nonblanketed to the blanketed version of these
23· rooftop units.
24· · · · · ·And as is the case in our experience with
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·1· these types of projects, we don't typically see sound
·2· buffering at the roof through rooftop screening for a
·3· residential project such as this.· We typically see
·4· that in commercial projects or institutional projects
·5· where we have large rooftop chillers that emanate a
·6· lot of sound and are also visually displeasing.
·7· · · · · ·Within this -- the other crossover is that
·8· this -- with this being a wood-framed building, the
·9· structural requirements to support a rooftop screen
10· can get pretty -- they can become substantial.· And
11· it's much easier to meet those needs when you're
12· looking at a project that has a different structural
13· system or is just designed entirely differently than
14· these types of projects.· So it's not typical for us
15· to see that, any sort of independent barrier or
16· rooftop screening in these types of projects.· So we
17· feel that what we've designed here is consistent with
18· industry best practices and is aimed at making the
19· sound transmission from these rooftop units the least
20· it could possibly be as a function of the units
21· themselves.
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Are they basically the
23· equivalent of a single-family compressor or
24· condenser?
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·1· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Yes.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· That's fine.
·3· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· And just to clarify, the
·4· dimensions are 3 feet wide based on the
·5· specifications, not the 3 1/2 that I mentioned
·6· earlier.
·7· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· On the containers it's 3 feet
·8· by -·9· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Are we looking at 40
10· compressors, actually?
11· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· So you're looking at, I
12· believe, 42.· There's typically one for the lobby
13· space and one for the corridors in addition to one
14· per unit.
15· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI.· 42 compressors.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Right.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· What would the difference be
18· between the noise emitted between if you put in a
19· sound barrier versus if you do it -- the methodology
20· you're choosing to do?
21· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· There's no clear way to
22· measure that consistently.· And the reason I say it
23· is because sound transmission in an environment such
24· as this is subject to air temperature, it's subject
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·1· to wind direction, it's subject to weather
·2· conditions.· There are so many factors that influence
·3· how that sound is transmitted to the surrounding
·4· community, the presence of natural buffering, just
·5· existing trees that are around.· It's not an exact
·6· science to say, okay, this is exactly how much noise
·7· is going to come from the roof at any given time.
·8· · · · · ·And so we're hesitant to try to give a
·9· number or to talk about a specific number because I
10· don't know of a way to even evaluate or measure that
11· number in a way that would provide you with the
12· information that you're looking for.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Let me ask this:· Mr. Bennett,
14· I see you hiding in the back.· Are these subject to
15· state noise code regulations?
16· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Dan Bennett, building
17· commissioner.
18· · · · · ·Yes, we have a sound or noise bylaw in
19· town.· It's General Bylaw 8.15, and it does govern
20· this type of equipment.· My advice would be for them
21· to review that section, add up the specifications of
22· the -- each unit, and try to provide some sort of
23· guidance as to what that generation of noise would
24· be.
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·1· · · · · ·But it is measured from the property line.
·2· So in this instance, when you get a high building
·3· with no building directly abutting it -- by that, I
·4· mean zero lot line -- if they were to construct it
·5· and we were to get some complaints, we would ask that
·6· the applicant go out there.· Typically, in this
·7· instance, they'd go to the edge of the roof and try
·8· to measure at that point, knowing that they might be
·9· 5 feet from the lot line on one side and 6 or 7 from
10· the other.· There are ways to measure it, but
11· everything is typically in place and running.· They
12· might want to consult a noise consultant to provide
13· some guidance as well.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· If I remember correctly, most
15· acoustic issues -- with acoustics, the noise goes by
16· line of sight, basically.· If you got something
17· between you and that piece of the equipment, there
18· will be some buffering no matter what it is; right?
19· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Yes.· We've had -- I know he
20· was talking about wraps around each individual unit.
21· We've seen that used in instances when we have
22· complaints, and that has resolved the issue.· We've
23· installed landscaping in some cases that, you know,
24· works at ground-mounted-type fixture locations, and
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·1· we've seen, you know, barriers.· Some of our town
·2· buildings, around the school, for instance, has a
·3· sound barrier all around a lot of the mechanical
·4· units on the roof, and that's both visual and sound,
·5· to try to correct both of those issues.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Thank you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I have one question.· Is it
·9· correct to assume that there are vendors who sell
10· things to provide sound barriers?
11· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Yes.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And so they would probably
13· have metrics that somebody could use to determine how
14· much of a sound barrier or muffling they could
15· provide?
16· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Any sound expert would be
17· able to provide that information.· Again, you're
18· really not going to know whether it works until the
19· installation is there and things are up and running.
20· And typically, the new installations are fine for the
21· first year, maybe two, if there's no maintenance or
22· other issues, you know, weather and so forth,
23· vibrations and systems aligning and just, you know,
24· different types of tones coming out of those units.
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·1· Maintenance is a big issue.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·3· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· The trash containers are 3 feet
·4· wide.· They vary, but the ones that are typical are
·5· 3 feet wide, 3 1/2 feet tall, 6 feet long.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· 6 feet long?
·7· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Yeah.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And these are which
·9· containers?
10· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Two yard containers.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Two yard containers for
12· both -- not the compactors, but the recycling type of
13· containers you're going to -14· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· That's for the compactors.
15· That's what we were figuring for the compactors.· For
16· the recycle, I would assume the same.
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Thank you.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, how do you want to
19· coordinate testimony from department heads and peer
20· reviewers?· Are you entering into the record some of
21· that information on behalf of them?
22· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I am.· I just want to ask the
23· traffic consultant -24· · · · · ·Do have you a presentation, Mr. Mills, as
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·1· well, as part of this?
·2· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· No.· Not specifically.
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Okay.· You're just here to
·4· respond?
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Maria, we're going to take a
·6· five-minute break.
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I have questions for the
·8· traffic -·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So I just wanted to answer
10· Mr. Geller's question.· I have a memo from Art
11· Stadig, who is the consultant from Walker
12· Consultants, the parking peer reviewer, dated
13· November 21st.· We did get that today.· He's not
14· here, but I could read that into the record.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I also have comments from
17· Patrick Maloney, who's the director of public health,
18· and he's reviewed the recycling and the trash plan.
19· He also was to look at a noise management plan, and
20· that's something that wasn't submitted, so we just
21· would want to make sure that we got some additional
22· information.
23· · · · · ·And Peter Ditto just -- Peter Ditto is our
24· director of transportation and engineering, and he
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·1· was to be here tonight but he's covering a
·2· transportation board.· But I do want to convey some
·3· comments from him that actually coincide with
·4· Mr. Stadig's comments about the driveway.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Five minutes.
·6· · · · · ·(Recess taken from 8:00 p.m. to 8:03 p.m.)
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· All right, folks, we're going
·8· to reconvene.
·9· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I wanted to read into the
10· record a memo from Arthur Stadig, who is a civil
11· engineer who works for Walker Parking Consultants,
12· the ZBA's peer reviewer, submitted to James
13· Fitzgerald of Environmental Partners Group, who's our
14· traffic peer reviewer, dated November 21, 2016.· This
15· is in response to the latest plans.
16· · · · · ·"Walker Parking Consultants has been
17· retained by the Town of Brookline through
18· Environmental Partners Group to review parking for
19· the 40 Centre Street application.· Previously, WPC
20· received the traffic and parking assessment, proposed
21· residential development report as part of the
22· application.· WPC is now in receipt of updated plans
23· dated 11/21/2016 and has been asked to review the
24· parking plan.
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·1· · · · · ·"40 Centre Street is currently designed for
·2· 40 residential apartments.· The grade-level parking
·3· is under the building and accommodates five self-park
·4· spaces and 20 semiautomated stacker spaces, totaling
·5· storage for 25 vehicles.
·6· · · · · ·"We have reviewed the materials and offer
·7· the following comments:· No. 1, we continue to
·8· recommend 0.67 spaces per unit or 27 spaces.· That
·9· breakdown is .5 per studio, .65 per one-bed, 1 per
10· two-bed, and 1 per three-bed.· If the number of
11· spaces provided on-site falls short of the demand,
12· the report has cited other nearby private parking
13· options, but there are not enough spaces in the
14· current plan to accommodate 27 spaces.
15· · · · · ·"The .67 ratio does not include
16· accommodations for visitor spaces.· If visitors are
17· accommodated, we recommend four additional spaces,
18· bringing the ratio up to .77 spaces per unit.
19· · · · · ·"2.· The type of stacker has been updated
20· from the previous submission.· We are assuming that
21· the semiautomatic car system noted on the plan is
22· similar to the Klaus TrendVario 4200.· If this is a
23· correct assumption, then this or a similar system
24· could work provided the stacker system can be
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·1· accommodated within the dimensions of the project.
·2· · · · · ·"3.· The zoning allows a 7-foot-6-inch-wide
·3· compact space, up to 25 percent of the total.· This
·4· is a very narrow dimension, and maneuvering around
·5· columns will be a challenge.· Also, due to the
·6· proposed low parking-space-per-unit ratio, it further
·7· reduces the number of more desirable spaces.
·8· · · · · ·"4.· If more than 25 spaces are in the
·9· garage, the number of accessible spaces must be
10· increased to a total of two.· There is a provision on
11· the plans to accommodate this additional space.
12· · · · · ·"5.· The driveway into the garage is 20
13· feet" -- and I don't know if that is an error on
14· Mr. Stadig's part, if he misread the plans, or if he
15· was measuring an inflection point where it might have
16· narrowed.· That could be clarified -- "and it appears
17· to comply with zoning.· The 20-foot dimension is
18· tight for two-way traffic, especially where turning
19· maneuvers are occurring.· This should continue to be
20· reviewed as the design moves forward.
21· · · · · ·"6.· If cars approach the garage entrance
22· at the same time from opposite directions, (one
23· exiting and one entering,) there isn't a place to
24· stand on Centre Street to wait for cars to exit.· The
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·1· car exiting will take up much of the width,
·2· preventing the car outside the garage to enter.
·3· · · · · ·"7.· It is unclear what the access control
·4· will be at this time.· Depending on which type of
·5· system is used, there could be occasional queuing
·6· issues on the street.
·7· · · · · ·"8.· An accessible path has been provided.
·8· The ramp is required to be less than 5 percent.
·9· · · · · ·"We remain available to answer further
10· questions and attend the city's ZBA meeting as
11· required."
12· · · · · ·I also wanted to add that Mr. Ditto's staff
13· did review -- they did an AutoTURN analysis of that
14· driveway based on the latest plans.· They concurred
15· with Mr. Stadig that there is a point of conflict,
16· and this is provided -- actually, I just got this
17· today, so I wasn't able to show the applicant, but it
18· shows you with crosshatching where that area would
19· be.· It's really around the inflection point where
20· the curve changes direction.
21· · · · · ·However, Mr. Ditto felt that with that
22· occurrence being so infrequent, that it really
23· wouldn't be a problem if the design of the driveway
24· couldn't be designed further.· His first option,
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·1· though, would be to have the design -- the driveway
·2· be widened if it could.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· What do you mean by "point
·4· of conflict"?
·5· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Point of conflict meant when
·6· two cars traveling in the opposite direction would be
·7· in each other's path.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Why does he think that would
·9· be rare?
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's a valid question.
11· It's because of the amount of traffic -- traffic
12· volume that a residential building would generate.
13· But that was his feeling.· It's not like a medical
14· office or a supermarket.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Did he give suggestions for
16· how it could be changed to reduce that?
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· He mentioned that the
18· driveway would need to be made wider.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And is it in the driveway
20· that there's the point of conflict or -21· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes, it is within the
22· driveway.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And I can't remember -24· well, the peer reviewer said there was a point of
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·1· conflict, but did he indicate that there was a
·2· solution for it in agreement with Mr. Ditto?
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So that was -- it's just
·4· tight.· The driveway into the garage is 20 feet.· It
·5· appeared to comply.· The 20-inch dimension is tight
·6· for two-way traffic, so that inferred -- I would
·7· infer that it just needs to be made wider.
·8· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Maria, there are plans here on
·9· 420 Harvard Street.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· Just look at the first
11· sheet.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So does the applicant have
13· these two sheets?
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· As I said, I just got
15· them from Peter Ditto, so I wasn't able to forward
16· them.
17· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· It shows a slight change.
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I actually have it on a
19· stick.· I don't have the color version.· If you want
20· to see it, I'd be happy to project it.
21· · · · · ·Actually, Peter, if you could pull up your
22· site plan where you have the driveway, I think that
23· would easier.
24· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· Sure.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· Let me just say that since we
·2· haven't seen these plans, we have no idea if this is
·3· an older plan they assessed, because we did widen the
·4· driveway.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· How wide is the driveway
·6· now?
·7· · · · · ·MR. ROTH:· The driveway was increased from
·8· 20 feet to 21 feet.· And we have a presentation, if
·9· you would like to see an analysis, that was carefully
10· done.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Ms. Morelli, is that showing a
12· 20 foot -- 21-foot-wide -13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· It's a 21-foot-wide driveway,
14· so -15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So they're working off of the
16· revised widened -17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes, correct.
18· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm totally confused.· Is
19· Peter Ditto's analysis on 21 feet or 20?
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Peter Ditto's analysis is on
21· a 21-foot-wide driveway, which is what was presented
22· this evening.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Got it.· Thanks.
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And the area of conflict
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·1· would be right here, which is on the site itself.
·2· I'm calling this an inflection point, where the curb
·3· changes direction, so it would be here.· Again,
·4· Mr. Ditto felt that it would be rare, and it wouldn't
·5· be a problem if it couldn't be widened.· It would be
·6· preferable.
·7· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· For the record, Daniel Mills,
·8· MDM Transportation Consultants.
·9· · · · · ·I haven't seen the plan.· I haven't looked
10· at what the design vehicle -- what they used for that
11· analysis was, but we'll take some time and we'll look
12· at it.
13· · · · · ·But to address the infrequent nature
14· that -- we feel as well that there would be a very
15· infrequent occurrence of any of these so-called
16· conflicts.
17· · · · · ·And we have conducted a traffic study and
18· we identified the amount of traffic that we expect
19· during certain times of the day.· We identified the
20· morning peak hour will be the time we'd see the most
21· traffic, during that time period as well as the
22· evening peak hour, with people coming to and from
23· their work.· We identified approximately 10 vehicle
24· trips, if you recall from the last meeting.· We
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·1· indicated there would be, in the morning, two
·2· vehicles entering and eight vehicles exiting.
·3· Conversely, in the evening we expect to see
·4· approximately eight vehicles entering and four
·5· vehicles exiting.
·6· · · · · ·So when we look at the ten trips or so, one
·7· vehicle, on average, would be coming every six
·8· minutes, so we would not expect to see this type of
·9· overlap occur very frequently at all during the peak
10· period, never mind the entire rest of the day where
11· we really see virtually no overlap of vehicles.
12· · · · · ·Again, this is a very low volume -- low
13· volume, very-low-speed maneuvers through this section
14· of the driveway, so we concur with Mr. Ditto.· This
15· would be an infrequent occurrence.
16· · · · · ·Just to clarify some confusion about the 10
17· vehicles, we're taking a split of between six and
18· four.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm not understanding what
20· you're saying.
21· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· So just to clarify, when we're
22· saying a conflict, we're saying someone coming in one
23· direction, another vehicle coming in the other
24· direction.· In the morning, we generally see more
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·1· vehicles exit a project, so we would see eight
·2· vehicles exiting and only two entering.· So the
·3· chances of those eight overlapping with two vehicles
·4· entering is very slim.
·5· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Also, Cliff -- the planning
·6· department asked Mr. Boehmer, who is the design peer
·7· reviewer, to also review the latest plans.· You'll
·8· recall at the last hearing that you had given a
·9· charge to the developer to step back the upper two
10· floors, floors 5 and 6, from 4 feet to 6 feet.· And
11· what the applicant has provided was a variation of
12· that split of 7 feet on one end closer to 30 Centre
13· and retaining the 4-foot setback closer to the
14· single-family neighborhood.
15· · · · · ·And Mr. Boehmer has been away, so he hasn't
16· been able to give us a response in writing, but he
17· has corresponded with the applicant.· And his initial
18· feeling was that this 7 and 4 stepping back would
19· work.· However, I will make sure that we get
20· something in writing, but that was his initial
21· impression.
22· · · · · ·Just two more things that I wanted to enter
23· into the record, and this is from staff.· I wanted to
24· read -- Patrick Maloney is the director of
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·1· Environmental Health Services.· I've been referring
·2· to it as the department of public health.· He's
·3· reviewed the rubbish and recycling plan.· He was not
·4· able to review the noise management plan, and that
·5· still is a request of the applicant to supply that
·6· information.
·7· · · · · ·This is to the ZBA from Patrick Maloney,
·8· Chief Environmental Health Services, and it's dated
·9· November 21, 2016.
10· · · · · ·"Please be advised that this department has
11· reviewed the above noted project plans and offers the
12· following recommendations:
13· · · · · ·Bullet Point 1:· "The plans propose a
14· compactor and 2 two-yard dumpsters for the building
15· trash and rubbish.· The rubbish is proposed to be
16· picked up twice a week.· Should it be found that
17· additional rubbish-containment is needed, an
18· additional two-yard dumpster should be acquired.
19· This is preferred than increasing curbside pickup
20· days, which can affect the neighborhood.
21· · · · · ·Bullet point 2:· "It is recommended that 2
22· two-yard containers be used for recycling."· You'll
23· note that the narrative indicates one.· "The proposal
24· notes only 1 two-yard container, which the health
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·1· department deems inadequate for the building
·2· occupancy.
·3· · · · · ·Bullet point 3:· "Rubbish storage rooms
·4· must be maintained in compliance with state sanitary
·5· housing code requirements.
·6· · · · · ·Bullet point 4:· "If a dwelling unit is
·7· directly above the compactor room, it is recommended
·8· that noise reducing sheetrock, that is quiet rock, or
·9· other methods be used to reduce noise impact.
10· · · · · ·Bullet point 5:· "To address noise control
11· to residential abutters, all noise reducing equipment
12· on the exterior must be located to prevent nuisance
13· conditions to residential abutters and be installed
14· to comply with town noise bylaw requirements.
15· · · · · ·And the last bullet point:· "The health
16· department would request to revisit the issue of
17· compliance when the property is 90 percent occupied
18· to ensure the approved measures are adequate."
19· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
20· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And I also wanted to circle
21· back to stormwater, and from Peter Ditto, "The
22· original plan dated April 15, 2016, shows the
23· infiltration within the garage area has been changed
24· at the suggestion of the engineering division.· The
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·1· infiltration system has been relocated to the
·2· driveway between the front of the building and the
·3· sidewalk.· It was outside of both building
·4· footprints.· The existing stormwater calculations
·5· will have to be modified to reflect the new location
·6· of the infiltration system."
·7· · · · · ·In general -- and this is something he
·8· would require at this time.· But in general,
·9· Mr. Ditto feels that there is enough space around the
10· infiltration that is designed.· Should he need to
11· spec a larger system, there is enough space around it
12· to accommodate a larger system.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Can you also, just for
14· the record, keep the report we got from the fire
15· department?
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So the fire department -17· this was a letter that was dated September 12, 2016.
18· They looked at -- they haven't commented on these
19· plans, but the building footprint at the time that
20· they reviewed those plans did indicate the 15-foot
21· setback was the majority of the building, and they
22· did not find any access issues.· And they did confirm
23· that they will be looking at construction plans to
24· make sure that there is full code compliance with the
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·1· state fire code.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Based on what they reviewed,
·3· there were no fire and safety issues?
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Correct.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Any other reports?
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's it.· I do want to
·7· point out that I have asked Peter Ditto to do one
·8· more analysis, and that is under Section 6.04.4
·9· regarding the sight distance of pedestrians and
10· sidewalks.· So there is a certain position that the
11· driver needs to be in order for our engineering
12· department -- we suspect that that is fine.· I just
13· want to get that in writing.
14· · · · · ·And I also do want to get -- the police
15· department is just reviewing the plans, namely for
16· that issue and also because there is no parking on
17· Centre Street, so there are enforcement issues that I
18· just want them to be aware of.· And especially if
19· there's any loading, because we don't have a loading
20· zone on the site, the police department might have a
21· recommendation regarding instructions to delivery
22· people.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Who does the analysis of the
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·1· sight distance for pedestrians?
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So that is done with the
·3· building commissioner -- according to our bylaw, the
·4· building commissioner and the director of engineering
·5· do this analysis together, and the engineering
·6· department also looks at it.· Just really briefly,
·7· it's 6 feet behind the property line at the midpoint
·8· of the driveway the driver should have -- be able to
·9· see a pedestrian within 5 feet of the driveway at
10· either side of the driveway.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So when would we expect
12· that?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· You'd expect that at the next
14· hearing, if not earlier, in an email to you.· Again,
15· we don't see a problem with that, but I just want to
16· got a confirmation in writing.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Does Mr. Bennett want to speak
18· or is he -19· · · · · ·You don't have to.· Just here for the joy?
20· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Dan Bennett, building
21· commissioner.
22· · · · · ·Maria had indicated earlier that we were
23· going to possibly touch on waivers.· And last week
24· her and I reviewed the most recent list of waivers
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·1· that were submitted.· We identified some issues and
·2· asked the applicant to revise those and send them
·3· back.· And we were both in meetings all day.· I think
·4· I got the email from Maria between 4:00 and 5:00, so
·5· I have not had a chance to review the most recent
·6· list of waivers.
·7· · · · · ·But I will review that just, you know, for
·8· consistency, make sure they're specific in their
·9· request, and then identify what waivers are required
10· to build and identify the waivers that I might
11· suggest that you not grant based on some of the plans
12· that were already submitted of some of the process
13· that we've already gone through.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And I take it we'll be in a
15· position by the next hearing to have that report
16· back.
17· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Yes.· I just want to clarify
18· that when the building commissioner and I review the
19· waivers, if there's conflicting information or not
20· specific information, for instance if they're not
21· indicating the methodology they used to calculate
22· height, we would want them to be more precise, and
23· that's the nature of the review.
24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And I think I've said in the
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·1· past that Building Commissioner Bennett and I are
·2· like minds philosophically in terms of the ask, which
·3· is that if you -- any applicant, but since you happen
·4· to be the applicant sitting in this room, you can
·5· listen particularly carefully.· If an applicant is
·6· going to make an ask for a waiver, it should be a
·7· specific ask.· What I particularly dislike and am
·8· loathe to grant are broad brushstroke waiver
·9· requests.· We've seen them actually say, "and
10· anything else that you think we would need."· We
11· don't typically grant those.· Be specific in what the
12· waiver request is.· Thank you.
13· · · · · ·MR. BENNETT:· Thank you.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anything else?
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's it.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Great.· Thank you very much.
17· · · · · ·Okay.· So I'm going to turn to the board
18· members now, and I think we need to have a
19· discussion.· And we've obviously talked about the
20· project in the past and we've given some direction
21· to -22· · · · · ·You're waving at me.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yes.· We did not get a
24· presentation from the applicant's travel -- traffic
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·1· consultant, but I have a bunch of questions.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· You do.· Okay.· Well -·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Would I ever not have them?
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That's fine.· You can
·5· certainly ask those questions.· I think I overheard
·6· some conversation going on over there, and they did
·7· not intend to present additional information about
·8· it, but you're -·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I do not believe it stands
10· on itself, and I do not have the opportunity to ask
11· our peer reviewer questions.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Mr. Mills, you are on the
13· spot, so if you would stand up.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And unfortunately I left my
15· copy with my notes at home, so you're going to have
16· to give me a little time.· I apologize for that.
17· · · · · ·Now, is it correct that your analysis of
18· how many spaces are needed for this project is based,
19· in part, on the representation that other spaces are
20· available off-site?
21· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· So in our analysis we
22· indicated -- we went through a methodology at the
23· last hearing of how we came up with a range of
24· expected parking demand, and that was -- briefly, one
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·1· was -- some of the town data that was provided for
·2· the recent warrant article relative to apartment
·3· units.· Not the general residential data that was
·4· provided for the article, but internal to that
·5· information was supporting information that was
·6· provided for that article.· There was information
·7· specific to apartment units, so we referenced that.
·8· That indicated a 27-parking-space building based on
·9· the 40 units.
10· · · · · ·We also looked at ITE data, general data
11· not necessarily to this area, but just general
12· parking information for apartment units in general,
13· and that indicated approximately a 23-space parking
14· demand.
15· · · · · ·And then we referred to US Census data
16· indicating the vehicle ownership for apartment
17· rentals within the tract that this project is within,
18· and that indicated an 18-space parking demand.
19· · · · · ·So we had recommended -- we expected the
20· parking demand to fall between 18 and 27 spaces.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· In terms of the apartment
22· units that were referenced in the analysis done on
23· the town study -- how much is used -- did you take
24· into account how much of the units were based on, for
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·1· example, old architecture where no apartments were
·2· built with existing parking?· For example, buildings
·3· built in 1910, 1920, 1930, as opposed to modern
·4· buildings.
·5· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· We did not look at that.· The
·6· information that was provided in the 2012 town
·7· survey, we took it as for what it was.· We didn't
·8· divide it into specific elements or characteristics
·9· of a particular response.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Would it change your opinion
11· at all if you found out that 60 percent of the
12· apartments were built without parking based on the -13· in part, the -- just hypothetically, based, in part,
14· on when they were built and the availability of cars?
15· · · · · ·Again, I would have to look at the
16· information.· But what I do know is that this looked
17· at a widespread area of Brookline, and this project
18· is in a very desirable, multimodal area; that some of
19· the other areas that you may be mentioning are
20· outside of that -21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· Actually, it's the
22· exact same area.· I was in town meeting, and I looked
23· at the warrant articles, so I'm quite familiar -24· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Okay.· So, again, without
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·1· looking at the specific data, I was relying on the
·2· 2012 information that has been presented.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Now, I'm not going to go
·4· through details or ask you why you think the ITE data
·5· is relevant or why the US Census data as to rentals
·6· and transit is relevant, because I take the position
·7· that I really don't think it is, and we're just going
·8· to disagree on that.
·9· · · · · ·But my understanding is this is going to be
10· a luxury building.· That's how it's been presented.
11· Do you have the same understanding?
12· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Again, I'm not looking at it
13· from the price point or marketing or who lives there.
14· The data that we're looking at, there's no -- whether
15· it's a luxury building or an affordable development,
16· there are certain characteristics, because of the
17· environment that it's within, that it lends itself to
18· having a specific range of parking demand, and that's
19· what I'm relying upon.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Do you have any
21· understanding as to whether the demand for parking is
22· different in a luxury apartment than a nonluxury
23· apartment?
24· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· I don't have that information.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So going back to your
·2· analysis, based on the document I read that was
·3· produced by your firm, and I believe it was by you as
·4· well, there were a fair amount of pages devoted to
·5· the analysis of other parking that was available -·6· supposedly available in town, and therefore
·7· potentially available to occupants of the building -·8· of the 40 units of the building who were not able to
·9· park in the building.
10· · · · · ·My first question is:· Are you aware of the
11· bylaw in Brookline stating that an owner must provide
12· parking on-site or within 400 yards on property owned
13· by the owner?
14· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· I'm not aware of that.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Would that have affected
16· your conclusion as to whether or not parking in the
17· building was adequate?
18· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Again, we're providing the
19· parking demand -- what we felt would be the range.
20· And your consultant -- Walker Parking Consultants
21· submitted the same general range of our -22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's not the question.
23· · · · · ·So your documents that I looked at
24· contained a fair amount of information and specifics
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·1· as to what other parking was available in Brookline
·2· and formed the basis as to why it was adequate to
·3· provide the certain percentage of the parking in the
·4· building that you concluded was adequate, which I
·5· believe was .6 -- less than .7.· Shall I say that?
·6· Is that accurate?
·7· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Uh-huh.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Now, are you aware that
·9· within five blocks of this particular development
10· there are three apartment buildings, including Marion
11· Place, and two of these developments have just filed
12· either PELs or comprehensive permits, which do not
13· provide adequate parking, and, in fact, provide 212
14· fewer parking spaces than required and will be
15· competing for exactly the same spaces that
16· purportedly will be available to the residents of
17· this development?
18· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· So just to clarify, you're
19· saying that there's a requirement, but we're saying
20· that there's a different demand.· So the town may
21· have a requirement, but there's going to be -- from
22· our perspective, because of the area that it's
23· situated in, there's a demand that's much lower
24· than --
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yes.· I said within five
·2· blocks.· So they're near the -- they're certainly in
·3· the same catchment that was involved in the report
·4· that you looked at from the town.· They're in the
·5· overlay district that was in the report.· They are
·6· within one or two blocks of the T or other public
·7· transportation.
·8· · · · · ·And in addition, this is just -- you know,
·9· those are just one of five additional -- or five
10· projects that have been filed or -- with the state or
11· with the town in the past month, since we last met,
12· which involved 339 nonsatisfied spaces.· So does that
13· affect, in any way, your conclusion that there is
14· adequate parking available to those persons in the
15· development who do not have spaces in the
16· development?
17· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· No.· It's our opinion that the
18· parking that's being provided will meet the demand
19· based on our analysis.· And if -- because the town
20· requirements were such that there was the required
21· additional parking, we were relying on the statement
22· that -- the memo that was from Maria Morelli on
23· September 27, 2016, that there are 15 private spaces
24· at 19 Winchester, 15 spaces at 43 Winchester, and
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·1· there's additional spaces at Marriott Courtyard.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Pursuant to the bylaw, those
·3· are actually not available to the tenants, as was
·4· just discussed, because they are not owned by the
·5· same owner.· Also, as I just indicated, you have 200
·6· other people who are going to be vying for that.
·7· · · · · ·In addition, when I looked at the documents
·8· that are attached to your report saying what
·9· available spaces there are in the town for overnight
10· parking, one of the important things at the bottom
11· was, "If you want your name added to the waiting
12· list, please fill this out and submit it."
13· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· I'm not familiar with that
14· statement.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It's in the paperwork that
16· was attached to your -17· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Well, there's a difference
18· between guest overnight parking and resident
19· overnight parking.· And I think to address the Walker
20· Parking Consultants' comment about visitor spaces,
21· we'd be relying on the guest overnight parking.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· But what we are
23· trying to address here in the documentation you
24· provided was not just the guest overnight parking,
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·1· but the original documents that you provided as
·2· support for your client's statement that people who
·3· do not receive parking in the building have plenty of
·4· other opportunities.
·5· · · · · ·And I do not want to credit Ms. Morelli
·6· with the statements you credited her with about what
·7· was available -- supposedly available -- because
·8· those statements came from your client, and frankly,
·9· are not of, in my view, any dispositive value because
10· they are not available statutorily or necessarily
11· realistically.· Because another factor that was not
12· provided in all of the ideal world, these are the
13· spaces that may hypothetically be available at the
14· Marriott, at someplace else, was what was even
15· actually available.· These were just the whole world
16· of what's available.
17· · · · · ·But regardless, what I am telling you now
18· is that there's a heck of a lot of competition that
19· didn't exist at the time that you did your report.
20· So for me, that could be seen as painting a whole
21· different picture.· And I'm asking you, as a
22· professional, if that couldn't possibly change your
23· opinion as to what there is available and the
24· scarcity of options available to people who inhabit
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·1· this building.
·2· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Regarding this, I'm going to
·3· say that we feel that the parking supply would be
·4· adequate for the project.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· Thank you.
·6· · · · · ·Oh, yeah.· I'm sorry.· That was just the
·7· beginning.
·8· · · · · ·In your opinion, is the structure -- the
·9· garage safe?
10· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· I'm not a structural engineer.
11· I could not attest to that, what is structurally
12· sound or how it's being designed.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Is it safe?
14· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Operationally, yes.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· There was a comment that the
16· spaces are -- some of them are quite small in size
17· and there may be some effort required in getting in.
18· Is that accurate?
19· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Yes.· Like any parking garage,
20· there's some additional concentration needed by a
21· driver to maneuver into and out of parking spaces.
22· They're generally constrained environments, and this
23· is -- will be similar to that.· It's not unreasonable
24· to ask someone to pay a little bit more attention,
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·1· give a little bit more effort to try to get into a
·2· garage parking space.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Take a full-sized woman like
·4· myself.· Would I be able to get out of my car if I
·5· parked there?
·6· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· The spaces are adequate.
·7· They're to the town standards, so I would imagine
·8· that they would be acceptable.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Are you planning on parking in
10· this garage?
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· You can never tell.· It's a
12· luxury place.
13· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· You need to be trained to
14· park there.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I can do it.· But there's
16· plenty of parking and -- you know?· I'm joking.· I do
17· not mean that.· I'm sorry.
18· · · · · ·MR. MILLS:· Seriously, the spaces are
19· adequately sized, based on the town requirements.
20· And using the -- there was indication that the
21· columns would be in the way.· Well, the columns can
22· be maneuvered around, as we do in any garage
23· atmosphere.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm not sure how wide these
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·1· particular parking systems are.· I know that some of
·2· them are quite narrow, so I don't know if that is an
·3· issue with these particular ones.
·4· · · · · ·I'm almost done, so hold on just for one
·5· more minute.
·6· · · · · ·I think that's it for now.· Thank you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you.
·8· · · · · ·Okay.· So now I want to move along to
·9· discussions.· Again, I want to raise with the board
10· that it's high time to discuss the three potential
11· possibilities here, which, again, are deny, approve
12· without condition, or approve with condition.· And
13· obviously this is based on the plans as revised to
14· date.
15· · · · · ·I'm going to ask the applicant:· The latest
16· iteration, you are submitting that as the plan of
17· record; correct?
18· · · · · ·Bob's shaking his head, Peter's shaking his
19· head, but I don't see Mr. Roth shaking his head.
20· He's the only one that counts.
21· · · · · ·Thank you.
22· · · · · ·Okay.· So that's the plan of record.
23· · · · · ·So let's start that discussion, and then we
24· will move on from that.· As we've noted -- although
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·1· on the agenda we've got reference to waivers, it
·2· seems to me that -·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· The agenda was written as
·4· possible upcoming agenda items to give you that
·5· latitude.
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· But we would hope to -·7· depending on what we talk about here, if we go in
·8· that direction, we would hope to have those down and
·9· ready to go for discussion next hearing.
10· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That would be the next
11· hearing.· And the next hearing, I think, is next
12· week.· So when we talk about the schedule, I think
13· we'll just make that on December 5th, which is the
14· hearing after, but we would have to add another
15· hearing.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· We'll talk about that.
17· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So that's the next hearing, is
18· the 12th of December -- I mean the 5th?
19· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No.· The next hearing is
20· November 28th.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Who wants to jump in?
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I'd like to suggest that -- as
23· I understand it, the basis for denial revolves around
24· the local concerns, local concerns.· Is that right?
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·1· Local concerns with health, safety, environmental,
·2· and design and open space and planning; right?
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Uh-huh.
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So I would suggest that we
·5· discuss each of those characteristics and see if we
·6· have the basis for a denial in accordance with any or
·7· all of those characteristics.
·8· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think those would also be
·9· the justification if there were going to be an
10· approval with conditions.
11· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Yeah.
12· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· You start from the perspective
13· of, based upon testimony from peer review and
14· presentation materials from peer review, are there
15· any issues that go to safety, health, local concerns,
16· that warrant, in your mind, a denial of this
17· application.
18· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Or I would think that -19· modifications that would answer the local concerns.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Well -21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Goes to conditions.
22· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I want to first -- I want to
23· narrow down the discussion.· And it -- I want to have
24· the discussion about denial.· And then if the
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·1· consensus is -- and only if the consensus is -- that
·2· there is no basis under 40B to deny, then we get to
·3· your discussion because then, as part of the
·4· conversation of the approval without or approval with
·5· conditions, modifications, things like that, you then
·6· bring it in.· But I think the first question you have
·7· to ask is -- is there -- are there hot-button issues
·8· that warrant a denial?
·9· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I don't think any of us are
10· going to suggest that no project could be built there
11· and the project needs to be denied.· We've discussed
12· the relative justification for the size of the
13· project.
14· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.
15· · · · · ·Mr. Hussey?
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Well, I think the local
17· concern of health is not applicable here, unless
18· someone wants to contradict that.
19· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Waste management, but that
20· sounds like they -21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Not for denial purposes.

I

22· think health is an issue for conditions, but not for
23· denial.
24· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· What would the condition be?
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Relating to trash disposal
·2· and the recycling.
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· What would the
·4· condition say?
·5· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· The circumstances that we
·6· would require to make it workable.
·7· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Right.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's getting to the nitty·9· gritty.
10· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Mr. Hussey?
11· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And safety.· Now, it seems to
12· me the only real safety issue revolves around
13· parking, traffic, pedestrian safety, and vehicular
14· safety in the road.· And I think we've got a
15· difference of opinion.· My sense has always been to
16· reduce the parking rather than increase the parking
17· on the basis of pedestrian safety.· The more cars you
18· have coming in and out of this place, it seems to me
19· that pedestrian safety is affected.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· The nature of the warrant
21· article that just passed is sort of the ebb and flow
22· of this tension between you've gotta have a lot of
23· parking spaces for a lot of cars versus we gotta get
24· the cars out of our downtown areas because they're
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·1· clogging up the roads.· You know, that has clicked
·2· over to the people who advocate further reduction.
·3· So you see that in the warrant article, you see that
·4· in many of the comments that we get in the 40A
·5· hearings.· And I think that, in fact, is the trend.
·6· · · · · ·So I hear what you're saying.· What you
·7· want to make sure is that there is sufficient parking
·8· to the degree that it does not create a safety issue.
·9· Okay?· That's what you're really focusing on.
10· · · · · ·And if your bias is for less parking,
11· really all you're doing is you're looking at your
12· peer reviewer and saying, okay, what was the analysis
13· that was submitted to us by peer review?· Did they
14· suggest that there was an excess demand?· Did they
15· indicate to us that they felt that a reduction was
16· warranted?· Did they indicate to us that there were
17· alternatives to conventional automobile parking?· So
18· you rely on that to the best of your ability.
19· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· What did he say?· I'm trying
20· to remember.· Did he say the parking was adequate?
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· He said it was not
22· adequate.
23· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· It was .67.
24· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· He suggested the ratio of .67,
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·1· which is two parking spaces more than what they are
·2· proposing.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But I would say that it was
·4· also based on information that is outdated because of
·5· the filing of the recent -- it is information that
·6· exists based on -·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· Our peer reviewer was -·8· that's not our peer reviewer.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· No.· But he considered the
10· same information.· He considered -11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· For purposes of parking, he's
12· not relying on alternative parking.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yes, he did.· He did, and I
14· will show it to you.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I don't think so.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· But in any event, we can allow
17· less parking no matter what anybody says.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Sure.· And we're asked that
19· not infrequently.
20· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, the trouble is,
21· though -- and the town meeting, in particular, was
22· reacting to the case where, you know, a studio
23· apartment requires two parking spaces.· I mean, there
24· are some -- and that actually is a reaction to
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·1· something that happened some years ago when they
·2· wanted to increase the parking, having to do really
·3· with keeping alive the notion that people don't park
·4· on the streets.
·5· · · · · ·I mean, I don't know that that -- the town
·6· meeting vote really has -- instructs us.· They did
·7· reduce some of the parking requirements, but very
·8· minor and only in the smallest apartments.· And I
·9· think it's reacting to cases where, you know, as I
10· say, when you have -- I think even studios were
11· requiring two parking spaces, or the very smallest
12· apartments were, which wasn't extreme, but a reaction
13· to dealing with the glut of cars to begin with.
14· · · · · ·As I said, I think, you know, as far as
15· reducing cars this way, there seems to be a very
16· universal desire to wish away other people's cars,
17· the fact that the cars are going to be there one way
18· or the other.
19· · · · · ·I think we have kind of a philosophical
20· difference here.· I mean I've read these regs.

I

21· don't think there's a basis for denying the project.
22· There should be a building, and if it's going to be
23· 40B, that's fine.
24· · · · · ·The problem is, looking at the regs,
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·1· looking at the requirements, safety is a primary
·2· requirement but it also mentions, essentially, site
·3· and building design, other things that the Housing
·4· Appeals Committee would consider that we are
·5· therefore instructed to consider in judging this
·6· project.
·7· · · · · ·And as I've said, this project is -·8· cosmetically is way better than it was, and I think I
·9· mentioned that in the past.· I think it's an enormous
10· improvement.
11· · · · · ·But other than cosmetically, it really
12· continues to be too big, and too big in the sense of
13· the population pressure, the pressure on the
14· neighborhood and the people in the vicinity.· And
15· that's part of being inconsistent with the buildings
16· in the immediate vicinity.· There are a few taller
17· building, you know, a few blocks here, if you walk a
18· few blocks in that direction.
19· · · · · ·But, I mean, if you're familiar with this
20· neighborhood and you try to park, try to go and do
21· business -- transact business and function in this
22· area, it's a very dense -- densely populated area
23· with just a lot of population pressure there.
24· · · · · ·And all I've suggested is that we ask them
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·1· to remove one floor from this building.· I think
·2· cosmetically it would be more consistent with the
·3· neighborhood.· And I think as far as -- which goes to
·4· site design, but even how it works in the
·5· neighborhood.· Basically, the height, the bulk of
·6· this thing, physical characteristics of the project,
·7· which have been improved -- the height and bulk and
·8· placement of the surrounding structure, which are not
·9· really consistent with this.· If it were a floor less
10· it would -- actually, I think it would be very
11· compatible with the building just to the south side
12· of this building, but not the buildings otherwise
13· around it on Centre Street.
14· · · · · ·It's says adequacy of parking -15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Steve, what from your peer
16· reviewers tells you -17· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think we're here to make
18· a judgment.· We listen to them, and we're here to
19· make a judgment.· It's not that we need to go find
20· something where they say that something is going to
21· collapse or fall down.· We're here to make a
22· judgment, and this project is too big.
23· · · · · ·And when you read the regs, really, they
24· also say we're to consider this project consistent
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·1· with local requirements and regulations imposed on
·2· the project are reasonable in view of the regional
·3· need for low- and moderate-income housing,
·4· considering, by the way, what the number of
·5· low-income persons in the affected municipality -- we
·6· can argue about what that means -- and with local
·7· concerns and if such local requirements and
·8· regulations are applied as equally as possible to
·9· both subsidized and unsubsidized housing.
10· · · · · ·What they're suggesting is that we're not
11· here to discriminate against this project because
12· it's subsidized.· They're not saying that none of the
13· rules apply, none of the aesthetics of our zoning
14· apply.· They mean the literal meaning of those rules
15· are not to be used to exclude this project.· But
16· we're not to -- we don't have to ignore that stuff.
17· They're not saying you have to discriminate in
18· particular -- to the extent of ignoring all of the
19· design principles that we would normally apply.
20· · · · · ·And, frankly, as I say, this project is, in
21· my judgment, too big.· And as I've said, I've only
22· suggested that one floor be removed.· It would help
23· to mitigate the parking -- this incredibly contrived
24· parking situation.· And that's -- you know,
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·1· cosmetically it's way better than it was, but I still
·2· think the sixth floor should go.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So we've got two board members
·4· who have roundabout said that they do not believe
·5· that the basis is here for a denial.· Is that a fair
·6· statement?
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Short and sweet, I agree.
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Thank you, Kate.· I like short
·9· and sweet.
10· · · · · ·How shall I say this?· One, I agree that -11· I look at peer review.· I rely on peer review.

I

12· don't think that I can make a decision absent the
13· technical capacity of the experts that we engage.
14· And if we -- and I can make the judgment of whether I
15· believe them or not.· But in this particular case, I
16· thought peer review was particularly good, and I've
17· seen bad peer review.
18· · · · · ·And therefore, my conclusion is that -19· again, I'm talking about peer review, our experts.
20· And based upon what they have offered up in the form
21· of testimony and written data, I don't see anything
22· that would support a denial based on the standards
23· required under 40B.· I don't see something within our
24· peer review that suggests that there is a safety, a
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·1· health, or an issue of local concern that warrants a
·2· denial.· So I think we're universal in our comment
·3· that there's no denial here.
·4· · · · · ·So then the next question becomes:· If
·5· there's an approval, what does the approval look
·6· like?
·7· · · · · ·And let me say this in response to Steve's
·8· comment:· In some ways, I very much disagree with
·9· Steve.· I don't think that we solely use our
10· judgment.
11· · · · · ·On the other hand, I happen to very
12· wholeheartedly agree with Steve in the sense that,
13· look, I think this -- do I think this is a great
14· building?· No, I don't.· I don't even think it's a
15· lovely building, I don't think it's an elegant
16· building.
17· · · · · ·Peter, you've worked very hard.· I mean you
18· no insult.
19· · · · · ·MR. BARTASH:· None taken.
20· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I think it is a building that
21· is too large for this site.· You are asking too much
22· of this site.
23· · · · · ·However, because we're under 40B, I'm only
24· allowed to look at certain specific things, and my
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·1· feelings that this is a too-large building, at the
·2· end of the day -- again, peer review doesn't support
·3· a denial, but I think peer review, given the scale of
·4· this structure, warrants conditions, and a
·5· significant number of conditions.
·6· · · · · ·Anybody else?· Yes, conditions?
·7· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, I agree that it
·8· warrants conditions.· And just to set the stage, I
·9· think our peer reviewers are very good.· I do not
10· think they are kings or gods, but I don't think we
11· need to -- let me say it.· I know.
12· · · · · ·I think that the statute says that we are
13· also able to take into account information that we
14· received from local boards, residents, etc.· So that
15· while I think it is very important to take into
16· account what we -- information we received from peer
17· reviewers, I don't think that our decisions have to
18· be totally driven by that.
19· · · · · ·For example, just one of the ways in which
20· I disagree with Mr. Boehmer is when he said that he
21· thought the building fit in because it was like some
22· other buildings on that side of the street.· I think
23· a more -- not totalitarian -- holistic view of the
24· neighborhood needs to be taken.· So I think it's
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·1· possible to be influenced by the peer reviewer but
·2· not take everything the peer reviewer says as gospel.
·3· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, I think that -- and
·4· that is a good point, because Mr. Boehmer was asked a
·5· specific question.· He wasn't asked to balance the
·6· housing need relative to this particular project.· He
·7· was asked:· How's the site design?· We are asked to
·8· balance this project with the housing need.· No peer
·9· reviewer was asked to do that.· That's our job.
10· · · · · ·And I asked Judi Barrett the other night
11· when she was here -- how would you -- if you -- if
12· someone will tell you that the building will stand
13· up, if it was structured so that it won't fall down,
14· is that -- are they finished with the building
15· design?· I mean, how would you object to a 10-story
16· building here?· I assume you wouldn't think a
17· 10-story building belongs here.
18· · · · · ·In a way your -- the rationale you have
19· doesn't leave us with the tools to say, 10 stories is
20· too much, six stories is too much.· The way they've
21· designed it, I think the five-story with the
22· different structure on the top there would be okay,
23· would make the parking a little more sensible.
24· That's -- and I think that's my job.· I think that's
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·1· our job, but I've said that before.
·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Further comments?
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Are we just in general
·4· discussion now?
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Uh-huh.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Okay.· So this will come as
·7· a big surprise.· I have a problem with the parking
·8· ratio, and this is where I'm just -- I just can't
·9· accept the way things are, even with the ratio that
10· our expert suggested of .67.· I think that, for one,
11· he made the recommendation with information that is
12· old.· It is information that changed in the past
13· month as to what exists in the community.
14· · · · · ·I think it has to be a ratio that is at
15· least one space per unit, which is well below -- I
16· mean, that's -- well, I don't care how that is
17· reached.· I think that is a ratio that's much less
18· than what our current standard is until the new
19· revised one is enacted or approved.· It's even less
20· than what the very enthusiastic warrant revisors
21· wanted, and they really wanted to cut away at the
22· parking ratios.
23· · · · · ·So I don't care how that ratio is reached,
24· whether it's reducing the size of the building and
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·1· the units, reducing the number of units, or reducing
·2· the mix.· That is totally up to the applicant.· It
·3· can be taking off a floor or, like I said, reducing
·4· the mix.· I mean, I agree with Steven to some point.
·5· But that is my bugaboo at this point.
·6· · · · · ·I have concerns about the safety and the
·7· trash as we discussed, and those are issues we can
·8· get into.· But right now my line in the sand, if you
·9· will, is the parking.
10· · · · · ·And, Mr. Hussey, I -- well, we don't
11· have -- I just don't understand the safety issue.
12· And I think that -- I think it's, with all due
13· respect, a losing argument, and I think it's just not
14· one which is going to get us anywhere in terms of
15· this 40B, and I think we need to be more realistic in
16· terms of looking at our zoning laws, what they
17· require, and what is really realistic and best for
18· the people who live in this building.
19· · · · · ·One of the things that we have to consider
20· is what's good for the occupants.· And adequacy of
21· the parking arrangements is one of the things
22· statutorily, as Steve has been saying, is one of the
23· aspects, and that doesn't benefit anybody but the
24· occupants.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Seems to me you're assuming
·2· that the building is already occupied.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It will be.
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· This building will be occupied
·5· by people.· And depending upon the parking situation,
·6· they will be made aware that either there is or is
·7· not a parking space, and they can make a choice.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, that choice is going
·9· to be given to, what, hundreds of people over the
10· next few months.· And I don't think it's fair to say
11· to people who want to live in Brookline, yeah, well,
12· you can live in Brookline, but too bad, you can't
13· have parking.
14· · · · · ·Why should we have the power to park where
15· we want because we're lucky enough to live in single16· family places or places that come with parking, but
17· to say to the fourth family who has affordable
18· housing, too bad, only three spaces or three units
19· come with parking allotted, so you can't live here
20· because you work in Framingham and you work at a gas
21· station.· You don't work downtown, so you can't
22· commute to work, so too bad.· Your low income job -23· you know, you've got to work somewhere else.· You've
24· got to live somewhere else.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· That applies to the non -·2· you're talking about just the affordable group, but
·3· there's also the nonaffordable people.· They're faced
·4· with the same conundrum.· If there's not a space
·5· available when they go to rent, then they're out of
·6· luck too.· They'll go do something else, find another
·7· place in Brookline.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Why can't they be as lucky
·9· as you?
10· · · · · ·Now that we're building five -- so we're
11· building five apartment buildings; right?· Or
12· actually more.· So -13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· But we're only talking about
14· this building.
15· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But think about it.· It's
16· not just this building.· And I know Mr. Engler is
17· having a heart attack here, but it's not just this
18· building.
19· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· It says physical
20· characteristics of the surrounding land.· I mean,
21· it's the neighborhood.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But it's happening in every
23· single building that's going up.· And the fact is
24· they can build these buildings because they come in
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·1· under 40B and because -- that's why we're getting
·2· this whole rush of applications, is because we're
·3· reaching our limit.· And it is, in fact, profitable
·4· for people to be building under 40B.· And if it
·5· weren't, they wouldn't be doing it.· And it's
·6· profitable in part because they can get these
·7· waivers.· So we're going to have hundreds of people
·8· to whom we'd be saying, sorry, you can't have
·9· parking.· And why is that fair?
10· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Well, Kate, if we follow your
11· rule and require one parking per unit, you're going
12· to have to cut off two floors.· You're going to be
13· eliminating -- you've got to eliminate, then -- how
14· many -- we've got 27 spaces available.· So what
15· you're saying is there should be only 27 units in
16· this complex.
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We could make it
18· three-bedroom units or two-bedroom units with fewer
19· studios.· There are what?· 17 studios?· You know,
20· that could be made into different sized units.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· You mean make them all -22· well -- reduce the floors and make the floors that
23· are left all studios so that it comes out to be the
24· rate -- one to one on the parking.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Or just make it more -- keep
·2· it six floors.· I'm not even saying that.· You know,
·3· like I'm saying, I'm not dictating how we get there.
·4· I'm just saying this is -- not humane -- this is a
·5· decent way to build it, to give people enough parking
·6· and not just say, your tough luck.· You go live
·7· somewhere else.· Oh, yeah, there's a shortage of
·8· housing.· Too bad.
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So you make them all studio
10· apartments.· Then the family that want the space,
11· affordable or otherwise, get left off because there's
12· no bedrooms.
13· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· If it's one parking space
14· per apartment, then making the apartments bigger
15· keeps the building larger but accommodates the rule
16· of one -- it wouldn't be more parking spaces for
17· bigger apartments.· It would be a bigger problem if
18· you went to studios.· We're suggesting that if the
19· apartments were fewer and bigger, then one parking
20· space per apartment -- you'd be able to meet that
21· without reducing the building as much.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· So if you have 10
23· three-bedrooms -- I'm just throwing this out -- you'd
24· have 10 parking spaces.· If you have 30 studios, you
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·1· need 30 parking spaces.· So it's just how you assign
·2· the units.
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· It's going to be first come,
·4· first served.
·5· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, I wonder if
·6· MassHousing would have something to say about that.
·7· I mean, basically, you know, you're supposed to have
·8· these apartments available to the people who need
·9· affordable housing.· I don't think you could
10· basically -- basically prevent them from having
11· parking spaces.· I mean, I don't quite know how
12· that's going to fly when it gets to MassHousing.
13· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I know we can't designate
14· unit mix, so that's why it's sort of in the
15· applicant's hands.· But I think it's an interesting
16· question as to why are we penalizing affordable
17· housing occupants in one way or the other.
18· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Or how we're going to avoid
19· it.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.· I mean, this is
21· something -22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Somebody's going to be left
23· out of the mix, no matter how you do it.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· So why should it be the
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·1· occupants of this building?· It was the occupants of
·2· 21 Marion.· They're already -- there were, what, 62
·3· units there and they've got 21 parking spaces.
·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· How many units do they have
·5· now at Marion Street?
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· 62.
·7· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· How many parking spaces?
·8· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· 17 spaces.
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And how many units?
10· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· 65?
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· And the owner says if he
12· could do it over, he'd create more spaces.· We got a
13· letter from him to that effect.
14· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· It's fully occupied.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I just want to add that the
16· owner of 45 Marion also leases 15 spaces off-site.
17· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Where did he find those?
18· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· I don't have that location.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But like I said, we do have
20· that letter basically saying, I screwed up.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· He has found spaces off-site.
22· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yes.· But as we know, we now
23· have 200 more units looking for spaces.· I mean,
24· it's --
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·1· · · · · ·Jesse's going nuts, but you can't look at
·2· the world in a word vacuum.· I mean, 40B is not in a
·3· vacuum, and adequate parking is something you have to
·4· look at.
·5· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Just to be helpful, I'm not
·6· sure if there was anything in Art Stadig's testimony
·7· of the October 26th hearing.· I do have the
·8· transcript up.· If there's anything from his
·9· testimony that could clarify or if you have some
10· issues with the testimony that he provided based on
11· his parking demand analysis, I'd be happy to read
12· some comments.· They are out of context.· I'm not
13· sure if they'd be helpful but...
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I think we have a philosophic
15· difference of opinion.
16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Right.
17· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· And the ask that I think is
18· being suggested by two of the board members is -- the
19· ask being that they get 1 for 1 within that 27,
20· however it's done.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Who does that hurt?
22· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I think that's not an
23· appropriate question.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm just asking you to
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·1· look -·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I don't think that's an
·3· appropriate question.
·4· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Look in your soul, Chris.
·5· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think that, as we said
·6· the last time -- or I said the last time -- removing
·7· that floor brought the ratio at least to .67 or .68,
·8· like the parking reviewer suggested.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I mean, you can't even -10· yeah.· I mean, 27 you can't even get to without a
11· unit mix change.· But I don't think it goes far
12· enough.
13· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think if the only thing
14· we were here to do is to have someone come in, like
15· the fire chief, and tell us the building is going to
16· burn down and everybody's going to die and that's the
17· only thing we should be doing, we wouldn't need six
18· months of hearings.· The six months of hearings are
19· because all of this stuff is relevant and should
20· inform our decision, this sizing of the project and
21· other things.· If it were just a binary kind of thing
22· where someone was going to come in here and tell us
23· something just doesn't work, it wouldn't take six
24· months.· We're given six months because I think we're
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·1· supposed to do this.
·2· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Go through this process.
·3· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· And make these qualitative
·4· judgments.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So what are you proposing?
·6· Mr. Hussey, what is your opinion on parking?
·7· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· On parking?
·8· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Uh-huh.
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I think the parking is
10· adequate.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· I actually agree with
12· you.· I hate to say it.· I agree with you, frankly,
13· on that.
14· · · · · ·So again, it's -- I want to focus on steps
15· and where we're going, and I want to circle back
16· to -- are we all in agreement that this is a project
17· that is approvable, subject to conditions?· And we
18· can debate what those conditions are.
19· · · · · ·In Mr. Chiumenti's view, it would include
20· removal of one or more floors.· In Ms. Poverman's
21· view, it would be a condition that there be one for
22· one on parking.· And we agree that this is a project
23· that, subject to satisfactory conditions, is
24· approvable, subject to those conditions.· Yes?
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·1· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Nobody is -·2· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I'm just trying to get the
·3· ground -- yes?
·4· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· That's right.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· So then two board members
·6· believe that the parking as presented, which is 25
·7· spaces, is adequate.· So you've got agreement there
·8· from a majority.
·9· · · · · ·Other issues in terms of hot-button
10· condition issues -- and we're not having a condition
11· discussion now, but I want to make sure that the
12· hot-button issues are raised.
13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Excuse me.· You said -14· · · · · ·Steve, are you satisfied with the parking?
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· He is not.
16· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I'm balancing this,
17· suggesting that if there were one fewer floor, the
18· parking ratio at .68 would be okay.
19· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Okay.· Gotcha.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It would be a different
21· ratio.
22· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Yeah.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It wouldn't be .68 if it
24· were reduced a floor.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think that would bring it
·2· to, like, about there.
·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But now it's, like, what -·4· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· He's since added a couple
·5· parking spaces with this stacker thing.· It's not the
·6· parking, per se.· It's the relationship of the number
·7· of apartments to parking spaces.
·8· · · · · ·There's nothing more they can do about the
·9· parking.· I mean, that's it.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· They can reduce the unit
11· mix.
12· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Right, but the parking
13· isn't going to change.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Let's talk about the floor -15· the sixth floor, Mr. Chairman, if we may.· I think it
16· certainly wouldn't do the project -- except, perhaps,
17· economically going forward -- any harm to reduce that
18· one floor.· I think it's not -- I tend to agree with
19· the peer reviewer that says he's not bothered with
20· the height.
21· · · · · ·This whole area has gone through a very
22· interesting zoning history, as a matter of fact.
23· Back in the '70s, at the time when those much larger
24· units were built, I think over on Winchester Street
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·1· and further up Centre Street, the FAR was much
·2· higher.· And there were a series of zoning changes
·3· back in the early '70s that reduced the FAR down to
·4· what it is now in that area, which is one.
·5· · · · · ·And somebody had gone through the
·6· assessor's books and looked at the outlines of the
·7· buildings from 1940, '45, up through the '70s, and
·8· you could see how the change -- the neighborhood
·9· changed, the buildings changed due to the higher
10· upzoning that occurred right after the war.
11· · · · · ·And they voted -- because of that
12· presentation, that was another reason -- that was
13· when they voted to downzone, get the FAR back down to
14· one.· This is about three and a half.· So further up
15· the street it's two, the FAR now, just to give you
16· some history.
17· · · · · ·So I don't have a great objection,
18· necessarily, to putting the ask that it be five
19· stories total instead of six stories, but I could go
20· either way on that.
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Again, my issue is:· What from
22· peer review tells you that there is a health or
23· safety concern that is pronounced in the height of
24· the building?
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·1· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I think you need to read
·2· the rest of the regulations:· site and building
·3· design, space.· I mean, health and safety is just
·4· one.· There are three categories.· I mean, the one
·5· would get a denial, but there's two and three, as far
·6· as dealing with the site and building design, as far
·7· as, you know, conditioning the size of the thing and
·8· so on.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We have the ability to make
10· the ask.
11· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Now, it's pretty late.

I

12· don't know what complexity that raises.
13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· As I understand it from the
14· notes, we do have on hand the peer review for the
15· economic study.· And I think the economic study -- I
16· mean, the cost was part of the original
17· application -- the cost of the project -- so I think
18· all they have to add is the income side.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, the income side is
20· there, to some degree, by the market comps.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Right.· But it is -- and I
22· think Judi points out -- getting into -- you get into
23· this game of looking at pro formas and what have you.
24· You're getting into an area where you could end up
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·1· not being where you wanted to be.· I'm not sure quite
·2· what that is, but she alluded to the fact that in
·3· previous cases when you've gone through -- the board
·4· has ended up not where they wanted to be despite -·5· because of the pro forma.
·6· · · · · ·And as I've also said, it's an art form.
·7· There are variables that -- projected cost, projected
·8· income forward.· You're making estimates.· You're
·9· not -- it's not hard information.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, hopefully that doesn't
11· mean that all numbers can be manipulated.
12· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Pretty much, it does.· I mean,
13· if you're going to build two years or a year down,
14· you're going to add in a number that says, okay, this
15· is going to cost such and such an amount at that time
16· because of inflation, because of the bidding climate,
17· and what have you.· And in the same way you've got
18· marketing issues.· If there's a collapse in the
19· economy, what have you, the market possibilities
20· drops down too.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I will point out, though,
22· that we have a very similar project at 420 Harvard
23· which dropped a floor and is still obviously
24· considering itself economically viable.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· It is right now, but again,
·2· we're talking about something in a year, year -·3· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, that's not -·4· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So that's a guess.
·5· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It is, but that's -- you
·6· know, that's why we have pro forma reviewers.· We're
·7· not doing the analysis.
·8· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· They're not going to help you
·9· with that kind of guessing.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We're not saying, okay,
11· there's going to be an economic collapse like 2008 in
12· 2019.· That's not what we'd be asked to do.
13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Because it's unknowable.
14· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Right.· But I think that we
15· can actually do -- I would go along with you, Chris,
16· in asking for a floor to be taken off based on the
17· building's height and design.
18· · · · · ·And I'll tell you, one of the things which
19· actually struck me was the statement that was made
20· that the building would fit in when the building next
21· to it was gone in 20 years, you know, the smaller
22· building next to it.· Why would that be gone in 20
23· years?· It would be gone in 20 years because we're
24· agreeing that the whole neighborhood would change,
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·1· that we'd be getting rid of another historic
·2· building.· And it's a case of setting precedents and
·3· agreeing that a whole style of the neighborhood's
·4· going to be wiped out.· I'm just giving you my gut
·5· reaction.· I'm just telling you where I am on that.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So, Mr. Chairman, what do you
·7· think about triggering a pro forma?· Because as I
·8· say -·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I'm not sure what you're
10· asking me.· Are you asking me whether -11· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· If the ask is that -- the
12· condition is that they eliminate one floor -13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· No.· The condition is that
14· they build a structure that is no more than five
15· stories.
16· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Oh, sorry.
17· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· That's your condition.· They
18· will then, as they have -- well, I don't know what
19· they'll do.· But when you asked them once before,
20· they started down the road of a pro forma, so I can
21· only assume that they were being truthful in their
22· response at that time, and therefore I can only
23· project that that too would be their response this
24· time.
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·1· · · · · ·Is there something you were asking me to
·2· respond to?
·3· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· No.· What's your sense about
·4· that?· Do you think we really want to trigger that?
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I can't answer that for you.
·6· I mean, because the question is not whether we want
·7· to trigger a matching of economics with them.· The
·8· question is:· Is it, in your mind, supported in this
·9· particular case?· Is it warranted.
10· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Maria, does that fall to
11· the planning department if that goes that way?· Do we
12· have to go outside?· Or where do we go?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· First of all, I just want to
14· back up.· Just as a staff person, I do recall at the
15· last hearing your charge was to increase the
16· step-back.· And they responded by -- instead of
17· providing a uniform 6-foot step-back on floors five
18· and six, they provided a staggered step-back on
19· floors five and six of 7 and 4.· So just as a staff
20· person getting instructions from you, the last charge
21· was to go the way of stepbacks rather than a floor.
22· · · · · ·I want to be sure that you're responding to
23· what they've shown, just so we can get proper
24· feedback if there was something that was inadequate
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·1· about what they provided in terms of the latest plan.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I don't think we ever said,
·3· you do that and we are promising the approval of
·4· this -·5· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· No one said "promise."
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· But on the other hand, the
·7· board members were -- I was very pointed in my
·8· questioning of the board members of whether people
·9· wanted setbacks, do they want floors removed.· I was
10· quite specific in my questions.
11· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, I think even if
12· there's a fifth floor, it ought to be set back or
13· staggered.· I think staggered actually may even work
14· better to break up the monolithic appearance.
15· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· And I would also say, just as
16· a staff person, normally when we're asking for
17· direction or we're trying to give instructions to a
18· designer, we're looking for the problem.· What is the
19· problem that you are trying alleviate, and therefore
20· we can look at ways to alleviate that problem.· So it
21· can be helpful, rather than being prescriptive, if
22· you can identify the impact you perceive and the
23· difference the one story would make.
24· · · · · ·I'm sorry to frame it that way, but I am
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·1· being consistent with every 40B group and every
·2· project team that I work with.· That is the line of
·3· questioning that is helpful.· That's what we discuss
·4· in DATs, Design Advisory Teams, with the planning
·5· board and on staff meetings.· So if that is helpful,
·6· I'd be happy to take further direction from you.
·7· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· It would reduce the height
·8· and the bulk of the building, make it more comparable
·9· to the height and the bulk of the surrounding
10· buildings, and alleviate, somewhat, the parking
11· ratio.· That's what I would think the point would be.
12· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I mean, I never liked the
13· height, but I was losing my parking argument.
14· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, I think it's all -15· it's coherent -16· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I think it does not fit into
17· the neighborhood.
18· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· -- holistic kind of
19· concept.
20· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· But I was -- you know, had
21· just heard what Cliff Boehmer said and, frankly, I
22· was a bit surprised by his comments.· But I did not
23· say, okay, I'm promising that I will totally agree to
24· six floors.· Plus the last time we had brought it up,
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·1· we were told that the applicant would walk,
·2· basically.
·3· · · · · ·Well -- okay.· So, actually, this is my
·4· impression of what happened last time:· That we
·5· talked with the applicant, asked for some movement.
·6· There was a break.· And what happened when we came
·7· back -- I was actually thinking that the applicant
·8· might come back saying, we're getting rid of a floor.
·9· But what he said is, we will bring the parking to
10· this.· So I thought there was a possibility of
11· movement the last time we met, but there wasn't
12· movement in the direction I wanted.
13· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Anyway, Mr. Geller, I think,
14· was pointing out that my position has changed
15· somewhat since last time.· That's the point he's
16· making.
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· In what way?
18· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· The last time I came down
19· fairly clearly that I thought that number of floors
20· were fine.· Isn't that right?
21· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Uh-huh.· I think -- frankly, I
22· think that was -- my impression was that was what
23· each of you were saying.
24· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Right.· And there was also an
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·1· indication, I think, last time, at the last hearing,
·2· that if we were going to make a really onerous
·3· condition, that was the time to state it.· Not this
·4· time.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Correct.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I have to say, I've been
·7· thinking about this case ever since that last
·8· meeting.· Every day I've been thinking about this
·9· case and what the right project is for that spot.
10· And I think that the right project for that spot in
11· terms of mass, site housing, and what we need in
12· terms of affordable housing is satisfied by a
13· five-story building.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Anyway, I take your point and
15· I think -16· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· It's not -17· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Let me finish.· In the
18· interest of continuity and the time frame within -19· because I don't think we're going to get another
20· extension.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's not a reason to -22· don't be pessimistic.· We can always ask.· And we had
23· been told that it would be taken under consideration
24· at the time.· But I will point out that we have,
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·1· multiple times, been given materials that we have
·2· asked for months previously and therefore had a
·3· difficult time moving forward on as timely a basis as
·4· I would have liked, so that I think that there is
·5· grounds for getting an extension.
·6· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I think -- I'm not sure I want
·7· to risk that.· We could lose everything.
·8· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· How do you mean?
·9· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I think I'm going to stick
10· with the six floors.
11· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· We have the project as it's
12· been submitted, which may not be this particular one,
13· but the one before, at least, so we don't lose
14· everything.· We don't go back to the beginning.
15· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· Well, the only thing
16· different about the beginning, particularly, was the
17· office building that they had.· Other than that, it
18· looks cosmetically better.
19· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It does.
20· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· That's all.
21· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It does.· I don't disagree
22· at all.
23· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· It looks much better.
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· It's not like you throw
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·1· everything out.· I think that's sometimes people's
·2· fear.· What negotiating power do we lose?· I mean,
·3· maybe we get it down to five floors, or we don't, but
·4· it's not like we go back to the beginning.
·5· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I don't think that your answer
·6· should be dictated by continuity.· Your answer should
·7· be dictated by what you think is warranted given the
·8· testimony presented in this case and your charge
·9· under 40B.· That's the limitation.
10· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· All right.· I think, in that
11· case -- or in both cases -- I think the parking is
12· adequate and the height doesn't bother me.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Which was your answer before.
14· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· Yeah.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And that's been my feeling
16· consistently from day one, that the height didn't
17· bother me.· And I think that given where this is, and
18· as much as I make fun of how poor a public transit
19· system we have, I think that this is a transit-rich
20· location.
21· · · · · ·So I think that I am comfortable, in
22· particular, again, based upon the peer review that
23· we've received, with the parking that they're
24· presenting, which has now been changed.· I understand
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·1· that Mr. Roth has said, well, I kind of prefer to go
·2· with the later option.· But what I'm hearing they're
·3· proposing today, as Peter said, is they're proposing
·4· to do the full 25 spaces.· So I am comfortable with
·5· that, and I don't think that that is inconsistent
·6· with many things that we do under the bylaw.
·7· · · · · ·In particular, I note in the commercial
·8· context, the waiver provision of the bylaw, where you
·9· have these inner -- these core buildings where
10· there's a waiver of up to 50 percent of the parking
11· and then there's this theoretical grandfathering for
12· preexisting spaces they could theoretically have had.
13· So we make these accommodations in the bylaw.· We
14· make these accommodations when we feel like there is
15· adequate parking.· That's the kernel.· And the
16· kernel -- and what I rely on to make that judgment
17· call, again, is peer review.· The peer reviewer seems
18· to feeling that for purposes of this building, these
19· number of units, that it was adequate.· So that's my
20· sense on that.
21· · · · · ·Are there any other hot-button issues?
22· Again, we're talking about conditions.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I mean, we're going to be
24· getting into the pedestrian safety with the sight
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·1· view and then the trash adequately, the wheelchairs
·2· getting by.
·3· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I want to be clear.· The
·4· discussion on the -- about these hot-button
·5· conditions or topics is not preclusive.· It is not
·6· intended to take the place of the fuller discussion
·7· that's going to take place.
·8· · · · · ·And what will happen is there will be -·9· our staff will start to prepare a list of conditions
10· that are suggested, and the methodology by which it
11· will be done will be to go through the testimony from
12· this case from day one, the first hearing.· It will
13· include reviews of things that the neighborhood has
14· commented on, it will include things that the town
15· boards and departments have commented on, it will
16· include issues that we have raised.· And from that,
17· it will all be reduced into however many conditions
18· are necessary, which we will then go through one by
19· one and review.
20· · · · · ·And from past experience, some we will
21· throw out and others we will merge and others we will
22· change.· And we may even come up with two or three
23· that are not on Maria's list that are particularly
24· sensitive points.· For instance, you may raise trash.
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·1· You, in fact, may raise again your concerns about
·2· parking.
·3· · · · · ·Again, I want to be clear, I do not intend
·4· that this conversation preclude a further discussion
·5· about these.· I think what you have sensed, though,
·6· is that there are two members here who are satisfied
·7· with the parking and are satisfied with the height of
·8· the structure.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· That's definitely the sense
10· I get.
11· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Anything else?· So you
12· know your charge?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Right.· I just wanted to ask,
14· the schedule -- so clearly, if we are to start
15· preparing conditions, we do want to vet it with town
16· council, at least that initial draft.· So we wouldn't
17· be ready for November 28th, and we would recommend
18· canceling that scheduled hearing.· We could go to
19· December 5th.
20· · · · · ·However, we would -- we are scheduled to
21· close the hearing December 21st, and Alison Steinfeld
22· and I strongly recommend that we add a hearing date
23· the week of December 12th.· The two available would
24· be the 12th or the 13th.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Don't we have a conflicting
·2· hearing on the 12th?
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We have 420, which is the
·4· 12th.· The reason why I'm asking for the 12th and
·5· 13th is if one of the other panels is available one
·6· of the other days, we could switch the two, so I'm
·7· just asking your availabilities, December 12th and
·8· December 13th.
·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I have a hearing on the 12th.
10· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah, me too.· We're at your
11· beck and call.· Whatever you want.· So the 5th?· Are
12· we on for the 5th, or not?
13· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So could Mr. Hussey and
14· Mr. Chiumenti -15· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· I'm good.
16· · · · · ·MR. CHIUMENTI:· I'm good.
17· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm out of the country on
18· the 5th.· From the 5th through the 9th, I'm out of
19· the country.
20· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· It will have to be the
21· 13th.· And then are you available, just in case, for
22· the 21st?
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.
24· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So that would be two hearings
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·1· to discuss conditions and waivers.
·2· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Is there anything else
·3· we're -- I would like to see the waivers.
·4· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· The next hearing, you're
·5· supposed to discuss waivers.
·6· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Why don't we do that for the
·7· 28th, because you're going to still be working on
·8· the -·9· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Can you get done with waivers?
10· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· I can't believe we'll have
11· enough time.
12· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Mr. Bennett has left.
13· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Kate's right.· I mean,
14· ideally, if there's any way to do it, that's the date
15· we would want to do it.
16· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· Why don't we then schedule
17· November 28th for waivers.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And if we have to
19· reschedule -20· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· -- two of you will show up.
21· · · · · ·MR. HUSSEY:· So we're saving November 28th,
22· December 13th, and December 21st.
23· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· And December 21st?
24· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Yeah.· That's the last day.
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·1· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Just as a backup.
·2· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· That's the deadline, that's
·3· the extension.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· How are we going to go through
·5· conditions in one hearing?
·6· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· You need more time.
·7· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· The 28th, 5th, 13th, and
·8· possibly the 21st, just to protect us.
·9· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· I'm not here on the 5th.
10· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· So the 28th, the 13th, and
11· potentially the 21st, if necessary.· And then you
12· realize, of course, you have 40 days after that, but
13· no more testimony.
14· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· We're not discussing
15· conditions on the 28th, just for the record, because
16· we won't have them in time.
17· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· Oh, I know that.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· I just don't -- based on what
19· I've seen in the past, I find it hard to believe that
20· we are going to go through all of the conditions at a
21· single hearing.
22· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· I agree.
23· · · · · ·MS. POVERMAN:· Well, we can ask for an
24· extension.
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·1· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· We could.· You're right.
·2· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· You have to operate as
·3· though you're not getting one.
·4· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Correct.
·5· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· Can I speak to that for a sec?
·6· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Sure, Bob.
·7· · · · · ·MR. ENGLER:· You have 40 days to discuss
·8· conditions after the 21st of December, which we can't
·9· speak at, nobody can speak at.· It's just your board,
10· unless you ask us questions.· So that's available.
11· If you want to keep the hearing open, that's your
12· prerogative, as long as it's 40 days that's lived
13· with from the 21st of December.· So all decisions,
14· all of the conditions don't have to be discussed in
15· one night, from what I can see, on the 21st.· But you
16· get another month, month and 10 days to talk about
17· that.
18· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· So for those of you who
19· made it till the end, the next hearing in this case
20· is scheduled for November 28th at 7:00 p.m.· However,
21· there is a possibility -- it is dependent on our
22· ability to complete the waivers list, analyze it, and
23· come up with recommendations.· The purpose of the
24· hearing will be to review waivers.· I don't think
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·1· we'll have anything else that will be ready for
·2· review at that point; right?
·3· · · · · ·MS. MORELLI:· So we have -- I've made notes
·4· of additional follow-up information that we need from
·5· the applicant, and that would also, hopefully, be
·6· available.
·7· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Good.
·8· · · · · ·MS. STEINFELD:· And may I just say, it's
·9· conceivable on the 28th that two members of the board
10· will convene strictly for the purpose of continuing
11· it to another night, so I suggest on the 28th you
12· contact the planning department because we'll know
13· that morning whether or not there will, in fact, be a
14· long hearing.
15· · · · · ·MR. GELLER:· Okay.· Thank you, everyone.
16· We are continued.
17· · · · · ·(Proceedings adjourned at 9:40 p.m.)
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·1· · · · · ·I, Kristen C. Krakofsky, court reporter and
·2· notary public in and for the Commonwealth of
·3· Massachusetts, certify:
·4· · · · · ·That the foregoing proceedings were taken
·5· before me at the time and place herein set forth and
·6· that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript
·7· of my shorthand notes so taken.
·8· · · · · ·I further certify that I am not a relative
·9· or employee of any of the parties, nor am I
10· financially interested in the action.
11· · · · · ·I declare under penalty of perjury that the
12· foregoing is true and correct.
13· · · · · ·Dated this 2nd day of December, 2016.
14
15
16· ________________________________
· · Kristen Krakofsky, Notary Public
17· My commission expires November 3, 2017.
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